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Report Overview
1.

There are many drivers currently in the Municipal context requiring the
development of a comprehensive asset management plan for municipalities
including Federal Gas Tax Funding, Provincial grant opportunities and
compliance with various provincial statutes, as well as evolving financial best
practices, proposed legislation and long term financial planning for improved
outcomes. This report seeks to obtain Council adoption of a comprehensive
Asset Management Plan (AMP) for both the purposes of complying with new
and evolving legislative and grant funding requirements, as well as moving
Clarington forward on enhancing its Capital budget policies and practices.
Scenario #3 is recommended. This financial strategy funds the infrastructure
deficit of $92 million over the next 20 years. All scenarios presented require
utilizing debt to fill the funding gap. Our recommendation of Scenario #3 results
in the lowest amount of new debt while still funding all forecasted asset
replacements. This scenario requires to continue the Municipality’s tax levy
increase to capital of 2% for the first 10 years and 1% for the following 10 years.

1. Background
1.1 In 2012, as part of the Municipal Infrastructure Strategy, the Province through the Ministry
of Infrastructure, released Building Together: Guide for Municipal Asset Management
Plans. This guide provides the required components of municipal asset management
plans in order to ensure eligibility for various current and future funding opportunities. In
2016, the Province announced the expansion of the Ontario Community Infrastructure
Fund and indicated “As more infrastructure funding becomes available, asset
management plans to prioritize investments will be critical.”
1.2 The Infrastructure for Jobs and Prosperity Act, 2015 was proclaimed on May 1, 2016.
This legislation makes infrastructure planning a foundational component of provincial and
broader public sector practices and permits the government to issue regulations related
to municipal asset management planning. A prototype regulation has been drafted and
comments submitted by various municipal associations and individual municipalities,
including Clarington, on this matter. A regulation is pending.
1.3 Pursuant to our most recent agreement between the Municipality and the Association of
Municipalities of Ontario to participate in the Federal Gas Tax Fund (By-law No. 2014052), the requirements include the following “the recipient will develop and implement an
Asset Management Plan prior to December 31, 2016”. This date was informally extended
providing municipalities could establish that work was clearly underway to have an AMP
approved by Council in 2017. The second component states that “On a date and in a
manner to be determined by AMO, the Recipient will provide a report to AMO
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demonstrating that Asset Management Plans are being used to guide infrastructure
planning and investment decisions and how Funds are being used to address priority
projects.”

2. Clarington’s Asset Management Plan
Current Plan
2.1 In order to comply with previous funding requirements, Clarington Council adopted an
AMP for Roads and Bridges only in December 2013 through report FND-020-13.
Updated requirements now include all asset categories and would now pick up additional
categories including such items as fleet, buildings, parks, storm sewers, among others.
This is what is referred to as a Comprehensive AMP.

Comprehensive AMP
2.2 Attachment #1 (under separate cover) meets all the requirements of the “Building
Together” guide from the Province for the municipality. Clarington staff from all
departments that have oversight of municipal assets have been consulted at various
stages and have been an integral part in the development of the plan, particularly the
state of local infrastructure component, asset management strategy component and the
level of service component. There is a significant amount of detail in the attached AMP
and it includes references to a number of major policies and studies undertaken over the
last couple of years including the Official Plan, the Transportation Master Plan and the
Indoor Facilities Development Strategy.
2.3 There are three (3) major pieces of work that remain part of the next steps in the AMP
process.
2.3.1

Firstly, a number of current practices have been incorporated into the
assumptions for this version of the AMP. This includes such things as debt and
reserve fund financing. It is the intention that these practices be codified into
Council adopted policies in the coming year. Once Council has adopted the
policies, any changes from the current practice will be incorporated into the next
version of the AMP.

2.3.2

Secondly, this version of the AMP does not include future growth related
projects. As Council is aware, effective January 1, 2016, any new development
charges background studies are now required to include an asset management
plan dealing with all assets whose capital costs are proposed to be funded under
the by-law. That will be a project to be undertaken in preparation for the
Development Charges By-law update.
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Finally, as noted above, the Province is developing a new asset management
regulation. This regulation is proposed to include a mandatory strategic asset
management policy to be approved by Council that will include items such as
linkages between asset management plans to long term municipal goals,
budgeting and long term financial planning, risk management around disaster
planning, accessibility, climate change adaptation, land use planning, lifecycle
costing and asset management plan renewals and updates. We will be
monitoring the status of the development of the regulation and reporting to
Council once the clear requirements are available.

2.4 Scenario #3 is recommended. All three (3) scenarios reflect the continuation of Council’s
commitment to an ongoing funding philosophy through the annual budget process.
Council has dedicated in excess of a 1% annual tax levy increase to Capital on average
over the last 10 years. All scenarios incorporate funding the infrastructure deficit in its
entirety over 20 years. This is very proactive. Clarington is in a strong position here as
we have also used very conservative assumptions in the determination of the
infrastructure deficit. Scenario #3 is primarily recommended as it has the lowest
utilization of debt. At its peak, only 40% of the current debt capacity is utilized over the
next 20 years. Scenario #2 utilizes 45% of the current debt capacity and Scenario #1
utilizes 55% of the current debt capacity. Scenario #2 is also a very feasible option for
Council to consider.

3. Concurrence
Most departments have been consulted and provided valuable input and advice.

4. Conclusion
It is respectfully recommended that the Comprehensive Asset Management Plan for the
Municipality of Clarington, Attachment #1 (distributed at September 12, 2017 Special
General Government Committee meeting) be adopted to comply with funding agreements
and eligibility for funding from other orders of government and to be used as an informing
document for future capital budget processes. An accessible version of the AMP is under
development.

5. Strategic Plan Application
The recommendations contained in this report conform to the Strategic Plan.
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1.0

Executive Summary

This Asset Management Plan (AMP) is the first comprehensive plan for the Municipality of
Clarington. It is assembled from multiple sources, databases and studies. The AMP will
support the management of the Municipality’s infrastructure portfolio now and into the future
thereby sustaining service delivery for our citizens. The Plan is a living document that is
intended to meet provincial requirements and improve over time.
The estimated replacement value of the
Municipality of Clarington’s assets, in 2016
dollars, is approximately $756 million. The
cost per household for the infrastructure
portfolio is $22,683, based on 33,328
households. The estimated infrastructure
deficit based on December 31, 2015 is
approximately $92 million for all assets or 12% of the replacement value. This report is based
on the audited year end 2015 as 2016 was not complete at the time of developing this
strategy. In comparison, for the roads and bridges only in the 2012 AMP, the infrastructure
deficit was approximately $78 million, or 14% of the replacement value of the assets.
The AMP recommends that the Municipality’s infrastructure deficit be spread evenly over the
next 20 years with a 2% tax levy increase for the first ten (10) years and a 1% tax levy
increase for the next ten (10) years. This is identified as Scenario #3. Achieving this scenario
financially will entail increases to the contributions to the Reserve Funds annually and utilizing
effectively some of our available debt capacity. The scenario minimizes required debt over
the 20 years with minor funding still available in year 21 for the subsequent AMP
requirements.
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2.0

Introduction

2.1

Corporate Asset Management Plan Overview

The 2017 Corporate Asset Management Plan is the first comprehensive plan incorporating all
of the Municipality of Clarington’s assets. The plan addresses all municipal assets used in the
delivery of services with associated trends, risks, level of service, asset management
strategies and funding strategies required for sustainability over the next 20 year period. The
plan is a living document and will continue to evolve and be updated annually. A full reevaluation of the plan is intended at least every five (5) years ensuring that projections are
available for asset management decision-makers.
2.2

Purpose of the Asset Management Plan

This plan will provide a detailed scope of current infrastructure, including number of assets in
the inventory, current replacement value, funding provided annually for infrastructure
improvements, value of funding required to sustain the current infrastructure and determining
if funding is currently in a surplus or deficit. The plan includes various funding scenarios
depicting alternatives to deal with the surplus or deficit for staff and council to determine the
most appropriate scenario. This allows the Municipality to provide a reasonable level of
service, as well as a more consistent annual budget value for infrastructure.
2.3

Development of the Asset Management Plan

This AMP was developed by the Municipality of Clarington’s Finance Department.
Information regarding the current infrastructure was compiled from the current PSAB 3150
database which is maintained in CityWide software. This software aids in calculating
replacement costs, tracking condition and risk, computing funding options and creating
funding scenarios. Support to this plan was provided by all departments, particularly
Engineering, Operations and Community Services.
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2.4

Supporting Municipality of Clarington’s Goals

The Municipality of Clarington’s Strategic Plan 2015-2018 laid out six (6) key results setting
the direction and vision for ‘Building a sustainable, creative, caring community’. Clarington’s
mission is to be committed to leadership, to respect and to the delivery of quality services.
These key strategic priorities are as follows:
1. Facilitate the creation of jobs, attraction of new businesses and expansion of existing
businesses
2. Ensure and demonstrate good governance
and value for the tax dollar
3. Manage growth to maintain our ‘small town’
feel
4. Enable safe, efficient traffic flow and active
transportation
5. Promote residents’ engagement in our
community
6. Enhance access to our unique natural environment
This plan is intended to support these strategic goals. The Corporate Asset Management
Plan must also consider the goals of the Official Plan which contains Clarington’s objectives
and policies for the provision of municipal services and facilities. The ‘key results’ are under
constant pressure and must continue to be carefully tended.
2.5

Linkages to Other Strategic Documents

There are a plethora of documented information in Clarington that the new Corporate Asset
Management Plan needs to complement and support. Currently and historically the
Municipality of Clarington uses a number of budgets, plans and strategies to manage the wide
scope of its municipal services.
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2.6
•

Linkages to the Corporate Asset Management Plan
Budgets (Operational and Capital)

The operating budget is an annual estimate of revenues and expenditures. It aligns Municipal
priorities with the services Clarington delivers to its residents. The Capital budget is a five (5)
year forecast that focuses on infrastructure needs, timing and financing of future projects.
•

Corporate Strategic Plan

The Corporate Strategic Plan provides direction for the activities of the Corporation which are
in turn supported by the assets of the Corporation.
•

Official Plan

The Official Plan sets the criteria for the Municipality in a regulatory format and provides
parameters surrounding asset decision making practices. Among other things, the Official
Plan provides direction for the allocation of land use, the provision of municipal services and
facilities.
•

Transportation Master Plan

The Clarington Transportation Master Plan (CTMP) is a strategic document that will guide the
renewal and improvement of Clarington's transportation network over the next 20 years and
beyond. The purpose of the plan is to create a coordinated, integrated, realistic and
accessible multi modal transportation system. Our vision is to provide healthy, safe and
convenient travel choices so that people and goods can move efficiently around Clarington.
•

Fire Master Plan

The Fire Master Plan is a document that provides the groundwork and vision for the
operations of the Emergency Services department. It guides Council as it makes decisions
regarding the delivery of fire protection services based on the Municipality's local needs and
circumstances. It lays out future capital expansion and replacement needs.
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•

Indoor Facilities Development Strategy

Provides a framework to guide investments in new and/or existing facilities to meet needs of
residents to the year 2031.
•

Roads Needs Study

The report summarizes the road system survey which identifies the condition of each road
asset by its time of need and recommends maintenance, rehabilitation or reconstruction
treatment.
•

Energy Management Plan (2014-2019)

The Energy Management Plan is a strategy to improve the overall energy efficiency of
operations within the control of the Municipality. This plan includes the promotion and
practice of energy conservation through increased awareness and green procurement.
•

By-laws, policies, plans of subdivision, departmental plans

Generally these more detailed documents provide the information required to assist in
compiling the Plan.
2.7

Key Sections of the Asset Management Plan Applicable to Asset Categories

Several key sections included in the analysis of each asset category are listed and discussed
below:
State of Infrastructure
Identifies the current standing of the asset infrastructure by providing the current replacement
costs as well as the number of assets included in that category. Provides a condition rating
for all assets included in the category and thus determining the current condition standing of
the entire category. Highlights the current value of assets overdue for replacement and
measures needed in order to rehabilitate those assets. Determines an annual capital funding
requirement for assets being replaced in the next 20 years.
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Levels of Service
The desired level of service will be determined by comparing current performance measures
to previous values from those same measures. In order to determine more refined levels of
service, further development in this area will occur over time. Current service levels will assist
in the selection of the desired levels of service, as well as ensure that they are achievable
levels with respect to financial sustainability.
Asset Management Strategy
The strategy provides a plan of action in order to maintain the Municipality’s desired level of
service. Provides the most cost effective approach for reaching the desired service levels and
procedures to minimize risks associated with failing to meet these service levels. Includes a
20 year requirements list to allow monitoring to ensure the work is completed on a priority
based level and in a timely manner.
Financial Management Strategy
The financial management strategy utilizes information gathered in the above noted sections
of the asset management plan to provide funding options for all the required infrastructure
needs. The strategy includes current budget requirements for infrastructure needs. In the
case that financing does not meet the infrastructure needs this section will provide options
available for managing the deficit and allow for the appropriate action to be undertaken.
2.8

Asset Management Plan (AMP) Relationship with Municipal Planning

The AMP directly affects the way a municipality budgets for infrastructure items. The AMP
provides the required value of annual funding to maintain a desired level of service, which can
be directly used in the capital budget process to ensure that infrastructure work is fully funded
and limits deficits due to infrastructure. In addition to the annual funding, the AMP provides a
plan for work that is required annually for the next 20 years, thus providing a better longer
term budget perspective and providing greater information to support future budget needs.
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The asset management plan will provide assistance and support to multiple areas of the
municipality, such as:
•

Decisions for levels of service being provided and related investment decisions

•

Planning and management of capital assets

•

Meeting a sustainable service level provided to the public

•

Meeting upper level government standards and requirements

The asset management plan will be an essential document in assisting staff and Council to
make informed decisions regarding infrastructure investment. It will provide condition details
to ensure the infrastructure can perform the required services. An annual review of the AMP
will be beneficial for future versions of the plan, due to the ever changing infrastructure
requirements, evolution of technological advancements and changing societal expectations.
2.9

Limitations of a Corporate Asset Management Plan

The Municipality’s first comprehensive asset management plan was prepared based on best
available information rather than a fully implemented Corporate Asset Management program.
Some factors to consider, include:
1.

There is no current centralized asset management program for the Municipality of
Clarington. Although one is under development, this activity takes years to fully
implement. This means different areas have different practices thereby having an
impact upon asset management capabilities for comparisons and prioritization.

2.

Tangible Capital Asset software is still being developed for asset management
capabilities. As the software grows and develops, more robust and complex scenarios
and strategies can be utilized.

3.

The level of service indicators is still at the beginning stages of being developed.
Further work to expand on these metrics will take place in the next couple of years as
industry standards are developed. The provincial Ministry of Infrastructure is looking at
evolving work in this area.
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4.

Clarington addresses condition ratings in three (3) ways:
•

Condition may be technically assessed and reported on in a quantifiable technique.
This method is the most accurate and most expensive (i.e. Pavement Quality
Index)

•

Condition may be assumed based on age and estimated useful life

•

Finally, condition may be based on the expert opinion of the staff using the asset.

However, many asset types do not have objective condition assessment information.
The resultant information becomes theoretical based on estimated useful life.
5.

Given the type and level of data available for condition, risk and level of service
indicators, there is limited ability to accurately determine trends at a detailed level.

6.

The Municipality generally prepares informal business cases based on the estimated up
front capital cost rationalized against the perceived need of the project. Life cycle costs
are not typically considered in the current process and usually no adjustment of the
Operating Budget is made to accommodate the project until after the asset is
operational. Improved linkages to maintenance strategies will be developed.
All these limitations will be resolved over time as the Corporate Asset Management
program evolves. There will be improved confidence in asset related data and the
Municipality will develop the ability to optimize decision-making using level of service
and risk factors.

2.10

Plan Monitoring and Review

This document is Clarington’s first comprehensive Corporate Asset Management Plan, an
important tool for use in the corporate asset management program. Over time and the
implementation of the program, the plan is expected to develop and improve. In order to be
effective it is important that the Municipality monitor and update the plan routinely. This
section of the plan sets forward the activities planned to monitor and enhance the Corporate
Asset Management Plan. This work is detailed further in Section 5 Asset Management
Strategy.
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The Municipality of Clarington promotes a culture of continual improvement and innovation.
The intent of delivering a common structured approach to asset management across the
municipality is not to restrict creativity but to enable the right decisions to be made at the right
time for the right amount. In practice, this means less waste and more opportunity to use
limited resources on new opportunities. The asset management program is not exempt from
exposure to the need for continual improvement. The performance of the program needs to
be managed in a disciplined way. Performance benchmarking and regular collection of
customer feedback will be utilized in the further improvements to the plan. Initiatives to
monitor the plan include:
•

Track key performance indicators to monitor and
track poor performing assets and effects of
maintenance/replacement strategies

•

Track investments and deviations from planned
investments

•

Ensure plan is updated annually with a full update
every five (5) years

•

Include past years performance data in future plan
versions and show trends

•

Review improvement opportunities as part of
updating the Corporate Asset Management Plan

Through these actions, the Municipality will monitor and review the plan to ensure its
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness.
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3.0

State of Infrastructure

3.1

Inventory: What do we own? What is it worth?

The Municipality of Clarington’s asset inventory consists of nine (9) major categories; bridges
and culverts, buildings, erosion control, fleet, land, miscellaneous, parks, roads and roadside,
and storm water management. The tables highlight Clarington’s asset inventory breakdown
by asset category. The Municipality’s asset management database software, CityWide,
stores the source information for the inventory.
Detailed Inventory and Replacement Values

BRIDGES & CULVERTS

Asset Type

Bridges

Culverts

Asset

Inventory

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

Cast in Place

82

$

7,576,741

$

31,483,139

Precast Concrete

13

$

10,876,951

$

25,019,988

Steel

3

$

475,525

$

1,202,932

Timber/Wood

2

$

107,196

$

699,963

152

$

13,969,833

$

41,553,257

252

$

33,006,246

$

99,959,279

Culverts
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BUILDINGS

Asset Type

Asset

Inventory

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

Administrative Buildings

1

$

14,912,018

$

9,251,241

Maintenance Buildings

1

$

465,829

$

1,102,701

Old New castle Fire Hall

1

$

206,312

Health Services

Cemetery Building

1

$

81,887

$

Planning &
Development

Tourism Information Office

1

$

123,000

$

76,302

Protection
Services

Animal Control

1

$

430,509

$

303,660

Corporate
Facilities

Recreational &
Cultural

Transportation
Services

N/A
100,333

Fire Stations

5

$

8,901,874

$

4,616,048

Arenas

5

$

30,031,873

$

29,792,714

Pools

3

$

27,793,568

$

16,885,849

Indoor Soccer Facility
Community Centres

1

$

3,362,681

$

2,070,299

13

$

4,150,768

$

5,427,744

Museums & Art Centres

4

$

1,127,658

$

1,561,623

Library

4

$

8,779,600

$

3,365,331

3

$

1,964,188

$

2,422,332

44

$

102,331,765

$

76,976,177

Roads Maintenance Depot

Old New castle Fire Hall:
purposes

Not to be Replaced - the property w ill either be sold or used for other

Building Structures and Interiors:
The replacement value of these building assets have been
calculated at a rate of 25% of the total replacement value as it's unlikely the concrete structures and
interiors w ould be completely demolished and replaced.

EROSION CONTROL

Asset Type
Erosion Control

Asset

Inventory

Erosion Control
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Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

16

$

3,344,624

$

3,634,550

16

$

3,344,624

$

3,634,550

FLEET

Asset Type

Asset

Inventory

Aerial Trucks

2

$

1,865,221

$

2,072,021

Attachments

22

$

277,736

$

313,599

Cars and Vans

18

$

521,652

$

578,691

Heavy Duty Trucks

39

$

6,368,039

$

8,201,651

Ice Resurfacers
Fleet

6

$

476,761

$

539,972

Light Duty Trucks

29

$

957,154

$

1,075,582

Loaders/Graders/Chippers

13

$

2,229,853

$

2,631,861

Medium Duty Trucks

15

$

810,827

$

911,466

8

$

3,489,405

$

6,190,244

Pumpers
Tankers

5

$

844,169

$

1,315,320

Tractors/Mow ers/ATV's

17

$

831,144

$

929,372

Trailers

20

$

488,985

$

551,410

6

$

182,501

$

211,836

200

$

19,343,447

$

25,523,025

Unlicensed Fleet Equipment

Asset Type

LAND
Inventory
(Parcels
of Land)

Asset
Environmental Services
General Government

Land

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

15

$

3,125,127

n/a

427

$

33,993,402

n/a

Health Services

20

$

259,097

n/a

Planning and Development

12

$

2,397,877

n/a

6

$

538,934

n/a

157

$

22,939,794

n/a

637

$

63,254,231

Protection Services
Recreation and Cultural
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MISCELLANEOUS

Asset Type

Asset

Inventory

Bunker Suits (Pooled Asset)

n/a

$

337,725

$

362,390

Communications

16

$

743,895

$

838,404

4

$

756,991

$

789,107

Computer Hardw are (Pooled As

n/a

$

526,282

$

552,348

Computer Sof tw are

36

$

1,544,763

2

$

11,736

38

$

949,865

Communications - Fire

Miscellaneous
Assets

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

Def ibrillators
Equipment
Misc. Assets
Paved Parking Lots
Central Parking Meters

n/a
n/a - no longer
considered TCA
$

1,036,199

4

$

544,224

$

625,427

42

$

4,101,157

$

5,809,496

6

$

51,124

$

64,759

148
$
9,567,762 $
10,078,130
Pooled Asset:
assets of value below the materiality threshold ($5,000) w hen considered on an
individual basis but collectively make up a signif icant group of assets that exceeds the threshold level
of $50,000
Com puter Softw are:
Not to be Replaced -as the sof tw are condition doesn't deteriorate and
f uture technology changes cannot be determined (ie. Cloud Based)

PARKS

Asset Type

Parks

Asset

Inventory

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

Play Courts

29

$

587,027

$

906,457

Parks-Miscellaneous

36

$

2,323,587

$

2,920,646

Play Fields

84

$

6,292,290

$

1,392,881

Playground Equipment

60

$

2,461,479

$

2,830,016

Playground Equipment-Water

13

$

1,818,346

$

2,059,617

Structures

78

$

4,264,624

$

2,510,512

81

$

2,400,852

$

2,614,504

381

$

20,148,205

$

15,234,633

Trails & Paths

Grass Play Fields:
maintenance issue.
Play Field Lights:
accident

Not to be Replaced - as resurf acing sod not considered capital but rather a

Not to be Replaced - as they are only replaced if damaged by an unf orseen
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ROADS AND ROADSIDE

Asset Type
Roads

Asset

Inventory

Roads - Base

974 km

$

217,274,442

$

234,923,705

Roads - Surface

869 km

$

78,731,702

$

165,688,896

Traffic Control Signals
Roadside

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2016

18

$

1,442,894

25 km

$

3,017,519

Sidew alks (Pooled Asset)

n/a

$

21,607,908

N/A

Street Lights (Pooled Asset)

n/a

$

15,089,698

N/A

$

337,164,163

Guiderails

N/A
$

$

3,982,152

404,594,753

Pooled Asset:
assets of value below the materiality threshold ($5,000) w hen considered on an
individual basis but collectively make up a significant group of assets that exceeds the threshold level
of $50,000
Traffic Control Signals & Street Lights:
damaged by an unforeseen accident

Not to be Replaced - as they are only replaced if

Sidew alks:
Not to be Replaced - as they are only replaced in small sections as a maintenance
issue and rarely fully replace entire segments
Roads - Base (RURAL):

Not to be Replaced - as they typically don't require complete replacement

STORM SEWERS

Asset Type

Asset

Inventory

Conduit
Storm Sew ers

Structures
Storm Water Management Ponds

3.2

Historic Cost

Replacem ent
Value as of
12/31/2015

226

$

62,721,875

$

90,653,512

4,172

$

12,514,853

$

18,138,832

25

$

8,284,250

$

11,173,588

4,423

$

83,520,978

$

119,965,932

Inventory: Asset Useful Life

The estimated useful life of an asset is the period of time when it can be expected to provide
useful service. The estimated remaining useful life of a tangible asset is considered a good
starting point to estimate the overall well-being of an asset pool; however, in many cases the
percentage of useful life consumed may not be the most suitable indicator of current asset
condition. Infrastructure assets in particular undergo a continual process of repair,
rehabilitation and refurbishment in order to maintain their intended purpose. For example,
roads and facilities undergo continual maintenance and rehabilitation and hence age may not
be the most suitable indicator to use for asset management planning. In Clarington, condition
ratings for some of our asset categories portray a more realistic assessment of our needs.
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CLARINGTON'S OVERALL ASSET USEFUL LIFE REMAINING
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

3.3

Useful Life Expired
Less than 5 yrs
Between 6 to 10 yrs
Over 10 yrs

Inventory: What condition is it in?

The condition of each asset group was evaluated to represent the current ‘health’ of the
Municipality’s infrastructure. In the future, the hope is to expand this assessment to include
other service measurables such as adequacy and reliability, to better reflect the ability of the
Municipality’s assets to deliver services.
The results of the condition
assessment for Clarington’s
assets equates to 58% percent
of all our assets having a
condition of good to very good.
Our Municipality has only 31% of
our assets that are poor to very
poor that require either renewal
or replacement consideration.
The percentages are based on
the replacement costs of the
asset and not based on the
number of owned assets.
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A five-point rating scale is used to align with the National Infrastructure Report Card produced
by the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering (CSCE), the Canadian Public Works
Association (CPWA), the Canadian Construction Association (CCA) and the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM). In addition to providing a sound basis for assessment, this
will allow for high-level benchmarking comparable to other municipalities.
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3.4 Condition Summaries by Asset Category
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Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous: Overview
Replacement Value: $10,078,130
This asset category is a catch all for assets that don't fit into the other major classifications. These assets are
usually of smaller dollar value. The defibrillators are being phased out of TCA due to their unit costs
decreasing below our $5,000 threshold. Assets not to be replaced are excluded and pooled assets are
included.

Very
Poor,
26%

Very
Good,
34%

Poor,
10%
Good,
19%

Fair,
11%

100%
9%

13%

90%

2%
12%

3%
30%
39%

80%

12%

42%

31%

17%

8%
6%

52%
70%

11%

5%
25%

60%

53%

19%
50%
29%
40%
30%

19%
87%

100%
5%

67%

30%

27%

64%

51%

28%
20%

20%
32%

10%

17%

10%

16%

0%
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10%
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4.0

Levels of Service

Desired levels of service (LOS) are indicators, comprising many factors, which establish
defined quality thresholds at which municipal services should be provided to the community.
They support the organization’s strategic goals and are based on customer expectations,
statutory requirements, standards and the financial capacity of the municipality to deliver
those levels of service. Levels of service are a necessary component of the Asset
Management Plan and will evolve over time.

Levels of service are used to provide measurements of the municipality’s efficiency on specific
infrastructure. On a corporate level, determining the benefits for having a service along with
the associated costs will assist Council and staff to determine the feasibility of providing or
making changes to the current level of service.

Considering key factors of providing a service is an important part of creating a desired level
of service. Viewing various performance measures over a full fiscal period will determine the
current level of service that is provided and will determine if the level of service is adequate or
needs to be revised.
4.1

Key Factors that Impact Level of Service

When determining level of service, various factors must be considered and any combination
of these factors will be used as they best apply to each asset category. This will provide a
framework and starting point from which the Municipality can define levels of service for each
asset category/class for future renditions of the AMP.
Key factors affecting level of service are outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic and Corporate Goals;
Community Expectations;
Legislative Requirements;
Asset Performance;
Technical/Operational requirements; and
Funding Availability.
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4.1.1

Strategic and Corporate Goals

Clarington’s Strategic Plan provides the Municipality with the direction to which we intend to
strive for in the future, how we plan to get to that benchmark, as well as assist in decisions for
resource allocation, while ensuring strategic priorities are followed. The plan helps identify
priorities and give guidance for current and future spending of municipal tax dollars and
revenues. The level of importance that a community’s vision is dependent on infrastructure,
will ultimately affect the level of service provided or those levels that it aspires to deliver.
4.1.2

Community Expectations

Levels of service are directly related to public expectations. The public can provide an opinion
in determining when items are required to be rehabilitated or replaced and how tax dollars are
utilized. Due to the ever increasing cost of infrastructure, it is essential that the public be
included in the decision making process of the service levels and educate them on the
associated costs to provide that level of service. Public meetings were held for the Official
Plan (OP) review, Clarington’s Transportation Master Plan (CTMP) and the Indoor Recreation
Facilities Strategy prepared by consultants Monteith Brown Planning Consultants with TuckerReid & Associates. The budget process is also an open process whereby service information
is provided and Council receives feedback on desired levels of service. A public survey is
planned to be undertaken to assist in priority setting for the 2018 budget.
4.1.3

Legislative Requirements

Infrastructure levels of service are directly influenced by many legislative and regulatory
requirements. Within this AMP, Clarington’s roads and bridges must adhere to the Minimum
Maintenance Standards for municipal highways that keep levels of service above a specific
standard and attracts liability if it declines below that level. Adhering to legislative
requirements protect against exposure to lawsuits.
4.1.4

Asset Performance

The performance of an asset takes into consideration the current condition of the asset and its
ability to meets its legislative requirements, as well as ensuring that an asset provides that
service in a safe manner within its capacity requirements. The entire life cycle costs
associated with an asset (design, maintenance, rehabilitation or replacement) are all critical
factors that affect the level of service to which the Municipality of Clarington can provide.
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4.1.5

Technical/Operational Requirements

A service level that relates to the quality, quantity and/or capacity, reliability, environmental
implications, availability, safety and maintainability of the asset.
4.1.6

Funding Availability

The availability of finances will directly impact desired levels of service. In an idealistic
scenario, the funds available would be able to achieve corporate goals, meet all legislative
requirements, fund all required assets life cycle needs, as well as meet the needs of the
community. Levels of service will be dictated by the availability of funds, the ability to
increase funds or the community’s willingness to pay.
4.2

Key Performance Indicators

Performance indicators or performance measures track current levels of services. They
should be specific, measureable, achievable, relevant and time restricted. This information is
necessary to assess whether or not the asset is performing at expected or desired level of
service. Determining the benefits of having a service along with the associated costs will help
Council and staff determine if providing the current level of service is practical or if it needs to
be changed.
4.3

Asset Types considered in Levels of Service

•

Bridges and Culverts

•

Parks

•

Buildings

•

Storm sewers and Storm water

•

Fleet

•

Roads

Management Ponds
•
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Sidewalks

4.4

Bridges & Culverts

Each year, half of the structures are inspected. A Municipal Structure Inventory and
Inspection report is produced by a consultant. This report describes the condition of
each structure, maintenance needs, major rehabilitation needs, replacement needs and
summarizes the overall condition and funding requirements. The inspections are
completed in accordance with the MTO Municipal Bridge Appraisal Manual, Feb 1992,
and the MTO Municipal Culvert Appraisal Manual, Aug 1993, and the Ontario Structure
Inspection Manual 2000, Rev Apr 2008.
The Municipality of Clarington’s Engineering Department creates a ten (10) year plan based
on the data collected during the inspections, which is updated as part of the inspection
reporting each year. The plan is based on two (2) main performance measures, the bridge
condition index (BCI) and the structure priority number (SPN).
The BCI is calculated based on the weighted sum of the condition of various components of
the structure and is a number between 0 and 100 with higher numbers corresponding with
better condition. The SPN is calculated using the condition of the structure (the BCI) and
other factors including traffic, value of the structure, cost of repairs, load posting limitations,
performance deficiencies and detour length. The SPN is also a number between 0 and 100
with higher numbers corresponding with higher priority for repair/replacement. BCI and SPN
are described in more detail in the Municipal Structure Inventory and Inspection report.
Bridge condition scores are developed and are used to guide repairs, rehabilitation and
replacement schedules.
The ten (10) year plan is developed through an iterative process. The list of structures is
sorted by highest SPN. The list is reviewed to remove any structures that are under another
agency’s jurisdiction, such as the railways or the Province. Structures are also removed that
will be addressed through another process such as reconstruction for development or the
Highway 407 extension. The remaining structures are selected to fit within the projected
budget in the forecast including structures that need to be replaced, as well as repair work to
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extend the life of the structures. Each structure inspection sheet is briefly reviewed to
determine if the structure should be moved up in the program to make repairs that will extend
the life of the structure, or moved down the list because the repair costs are so high it would
be more cost effective to wait until the structure needs to be replaced. Our road improvement
program is also reviewed to coordinate structure repairs with road repairs. This chart shows
the percentage of structures with a Structure Priority Number (SPN) under 25, between 25-74
and greater than 75.

Source: Municipal Structure Inventory and Inspection reports

This information will be tracked over time in hopes of reducing the percentages of structures
with a higher SPN value.
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The municipality continues to maintain a respectable condition rating for bridges and culverts.
Of the 252 bridges and culverts recorded in CityWide, 78% of them are in good to very good
condition based on the Bridge Condition Index (BCI).
4.4.1

Technical/Operational Requirement

The primary service level is to maintain the condition of the structure and the required load
limit for its use.
BRIDGES
Current Level of Service

Target Level of Service

Maintain adequate condition and load limits using SPN Maintain adequate condition and load limits using SPN as
as an indicator.
an indicator.

4.4.2

Legislated Requirement
BRIDGES & CULVERTS
Current Level of Service

Target Level of Service

Meet Provincial legislation by having all bridges and
culverts over 3.0 m span to be inspected under the
direction of a Professional Engineer every 2 years.

Meet Provincial legislation by having all bridges and
culverts over 3.0 m span to be inspected under the
direction of a Professional Engineer every 2 years.

Meet minimum standards as defined in Ontario
Regulation 104/97.

Meet minimum standards as defined in Ontario Regulation
104/97.
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4.5

Buildings

The Municipality of Clarington owns and operates 44 buildings of various sizes, for a multitude
of uses and complexities. The 2016 replacement value of these buildings is $76,976,177.

4.5.1

Community Halls

Currently there are 13 community halls and centres in Clarington available to the public.
Below is a listing of all the community halls and centres in Clarington:
•

Baseline Community Centre

•

Brownsdale Community Centre

•

Clarington Beech Centre

•

132 Church Street

•

Hampton Community Hall

•

Haydon Community Hall
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•

Kendal Community Centre

•

Memorial Park Clubhouse

•

Newcastle Community Hall

•

Newtonville Community Hall

•

Orono Town Hall

•

Solina Hall

•

Tyrone Community Hall

4.5.2

Technical/Operations Requirements

Providing support, maintenance and resources to Board Operated and Non-Municipal
Agencies, depending on available resources as per the Operations Department
Policy ADM-P2.

4.5.3

Financial Performance

This scenario is used to analyze and illustrates the tax levy support for all building property
maintenance (excluding recreation facilities) on an annual basis. The below table shows the
tax levy support by population and household.
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4.5.4

Recreation Facilities

Clarington’s community facilities located both indoors and outdoors are functional, clean and
safe spaces. Facility features include swimming pools, ice pads, meeting rooms, fitness
centre, gymnasiums and squash courts. Regular facility infrastructure audits will inform the
AMP with regards to the condition of facility assets and the funding requirements to maintain,
rehabilitate, replace or expand assets in order to meet defined levels of service.

4.5.5

Financial Performance

Key performance indicators provide a breakdown of the maintenance or day-to-day costs per
person for recreation facilities. Monitoring the operating costs of the facilities allows staff to
monitor the trends annually and recognize any significant cost shifts. The chart below shows
the operating costs per person are fairly constant.

4.5.6

Community Expectations

An appropriate level of service measure in this category is the number of service disruptions
recreation facilities have during normal operating hours. The table below outlines the types
and number of service disruptions in 2015 and 2016 posted to Clarington’s website.
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The above data includes both planned and unplanned service disruptions. Due to the nature
of facility operations, it is necessary at times to complete maintenance repairs and upgrades
during normal operating hours. All efforts are made to reduce the number and duration of
service disruptions each year. Unplanned service disruptions are generally not controllable,
therefore all efforts are made to minimize the duration of these disruptions to lessen the
impact to our customers.

4.5.7

Strategic and Corporate Goals

An Indoor Facilities Development Strategy was prepared by consultants Monteith Brown
Planning Consultants with Tucker-Reid & Associates This Facilities Strategy has been
prepared in response to increasing population growth and socio-economic diversification
within the Municipality of Clarington, which in turn necessitates this assessment of the current
indoor recreation facility inventory and associated demands being placed on facility space. As
part of the community engagement phase of the study, a number of Public Information
Centres were held throughout the Municipality.
Establishing an understanding of existing recreation facility trends is essential as they may
impact local indoor recreation facility needs. Facility benchmarking has been undertaken to
evaluate how the Municipality’s service levels compare with other communities in southern
Durham Region including Ajax, Oshawa, Pickering and Whitby.
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Municipality

Clarington

Average

Oshawa

Whitby

Ajax

Pickering

95,300

128,000

160,900

133,400

121,900

95,800

No. of Indoor Aquatic Centres

3

3

4

2

3

2

No. Ice Pads

7

7

8

10

5

5

Population

No. Indoor Turf Facilities

1

1

1

1

0

1

No. Indoor Turf Sub-Fields (1)

2

3

4

2

0

4

No. Gymnasiums (2)

1.25

2

2

1

2

1

No. Fitness Centres

1

2

3

2

2

1

No. Multi-Purpose Spaces (3)

21

20

28

19

15

17

Results from: Indoors Facitilities Development Strategy prepared by Monteith Brown Planning Consultants with Tucker-Reid & Associates
(1) Sub-fields’ reflects small field equivalents that generally equate to one quarter of a full field. Benchmarked supply excludes private sector facilities.
(2) South Courtice Arena gymnasium is undersized and considered as 0.25 gyms
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Clarington’s existing supply of indoor aquatics facilities, ice pads, indoor turf facilities and
gymnasiums all achieve a strong level of service in terms of geography and on a population
basis compared to neighbouring municipalities. Service levels are listed below:
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4.6

Fleet

The Municipality of Clarington owns and operates 200 vehicles for a multitude of uses and
complexities. The 2016 replacement value of Clarington’s fleet is $25,523,025.

Clarington annually includes funds in the budget for maintenance and replacement of the
fleet. When additional vehicles are needed due to growth in the community, Development
Charges should be used to fund the purchase.
4.6.1

Technical/Operational Requirements

Currently 39% of Clarington’s fleet is older than the recommended threshold/useful life.
(Threshold= how many years should we own an asset before replacing). An acceptable
threshold for % Fleet replacement overdue should be established in future level of service
discussions.
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FLEET

# of Vehicles

Threshold
(Vehicle Replace Schedule)

No. of Fleet over
the Threshold

% of Fleet Over
Threshold

Aerial Trucks

2

18 years

0

0

Cars

7

7 years

4

57%

32

10-12 years

13

41%

5

5 years

3

60%

Light Duty Trucks

30

7 years

16

53%

Medium Duty Trucks

12

7 years

6

50%

Pumpers

8

10-15 years

4

50%

Tankers

5

15 years

2

40%

Trailers

22

15 years

3

14%

Lawn Mowers

8

10 years

0

0%

Tractors

8

10-12 Years

6

75%

12

12 Years

4

33%

9

7 Years

2

22%

Asset

Heavy Duty Trucks
Ice Resurfacers

Heavy Equipment
Vans

Average % of Fleet over Threshold

39%

Source: Operations Department

4.6.2

Legislative/Regulatory Compliance
FLEET

Performance Measures

Service Objective

Meeting
current levels
of service
Yes/No

Conduct annual Ministry of Transport vehicle safety inspections as
Annual Vehicle Ministry Safety Inspections per MTO Safety Standards for all Municipal vehicles requiring
PMCVI (Periodic Motor Commercial Vehicle Inspection).

Yes

Annual Vehicle Municipal Safety
Inspections

Conduct annual Municipal safety inspections for all non
commercial vehicles and equipment.

Yes

Scheduled Preventative Maintenance
Inspections

Develop and implement scheduled preventative maintenance
inspections as per vehicle and equipment manufacturer’s best
practices for all Municipal vehicles and/or equipment.

Yes

Annual Vehicle Emission Testing

To co-ordinate, administer, annual emission testing as required by
the Ministry of Transport.

Yes

Licensing, CVOR, and Insurance

Annual renewal of all vehicle licence, CVOR and insurance
coverage’s. Provide and distribute all required equipment and
vehicle documentation.

Yes

Annual Lifting and Hoisting Inspection for
Equipment

Develop and oversee, outside agency conducting annual required
Ministry of Labour lifting and hoisting equipment inspections.

Yes
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4.6.3

Asset Performance

To ensure pedestrian and commuter safety during winter months, the Municipality of
Clarington is responsible for plowing municipal roads. Snow plows require mandatory
inspections, repairs and maintenance to operate efficiently, effectively and safely.
Statistical information was extracted from the WorkTech software in regards to the number of
work orders issued on an annual basis for the snow plows. Approximately 22-27 snow plows
required work orders in past five (5) years. On average, there have been approximately 11
work orders.

4.6.4

Emergency Services Fleet

Municipal vehicle replacements generally follow guidelines in Report WD 31-93. This report
suggests that the Clarington Emergency and Fire Services Vehicle Replacement Schedule
are performed in accordance with the National Fire Protection Association, Underwriters
Laboratory, Ontario Fire Marshal and the Insurer's Advisory Organizations recommendations.

In accordance with Operation's mechanics replacement schedule, the above agencies
suggest:
•

Refurbishes on pumpers, tankers and aerials be done every ten (10) years (paint,
mechanical/repairs, etc.)

•

pumper replacement between 10-15 years

•

tanker replacement every 15 years

•

aerial replacement every 18 years
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4.6.5

Asset Performance

The condition rating of our fleet is based solely on age and although this is a good place to
start, it’s good to keep in mind that Clarington’s Operations Department in particular for EMS
Fleet undergoes a continual process of repair and maintenance. So although the table below
shows that 50% of our Pumpers and 40% of tankers are being used past their useful lives
(threshold), EMS Fleet is given top priority for repair work so that it can always be “fire ready”.
EMS FLEET
# of Vehicles

Threshold
(Vehicle Replace Schedule)

No. of Fleet over
the Threshold

% of Fleet Over
Threshold

Aerial Trucks

2

18 years

0

0

Pumpers

8

10-15 years

4

50%

Tankers

5

15 years

2

40%

Asset

Source: Operations Department

4.7

Roads

The main service that is provided by roads is access to residential, commercial, and industrial
properties and other community amenities for people, goods and services.
All roads in Clarington are inspected every two (2) years in accordance with the MTO
Inventory Manual for Municipal Roads, Feb 1991 and each road segment is given a score for
various parameters. This data is used to calculate a Clarington specific pavement condition
index (PCI), which combines the ratings for the pavement surface and the road base to give a
numerical description of the condition of the road.
4.7.1

Strategic/Corporate Goal

Our goal here is to enable safe, efficient traffic flow and active transportation. To achieve this
corporate goal, a Transportation Master Plan and Official Plan (OP) review were undertaken.
Both initiatives were completed and approved by Council in 2016.
Clarington’s Transportation Master Plan (CTMP) is a strategic document that will guide the
renewal and improvement of Clarington's transportation network over the next 20 years and
beyond. The purpose of the plan is to create a coordinated, integrated, realistic and
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accessible multi modal transportation system. Our vision is to provide healthy, safe and
convenient travel choices so that people and goods can move efficiently around Clarington.
Clarington Council adopted the recommended Official Plan Amendment 107 with some minor
modifications. The Planning Act of Ontario requires that the Municipality review its Official
Plan every five (5) years to ensure that it conforms to, and does not conflict with, Provincial
plans and policies.
4.7.2

Legislated Requirements

Various minimum road standards are provided by upper level governments. The
municipality must follow these standards in regards to road maintenance, road conditions
and winter condition maintenance to provide some liability protection.

4.7.3

Financial Performance Metric

Annual measures the Municipality tracks for roads are:
ROADS
Performance Measure

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

$781.99

$945.46

$1,160.26

$874.16

$704.70

$4,281.59

$4,275.62

$4,464.38

$3,869.54

$3,716.14

58%

51%

57%

57%

57%

Operating costs for unpaved (loose top) roads per lane KM

$1,251.90

$3,556.14

$3,877.14

$2,066.10

$2,348.32

Total costs for unpaved (loose top) roads per lane KM

$16,452.30

$18,077.62

$17,196.52

$16,600.29

$15,980.19

Operating costs for winter maintenance of roadways per lane KM
maintained in winter

$1,561.23

$1,994.68

$1,606.62

$980.28

$1,423.78

Total costs for winter maintenance of roadways per lane KM
maintained in winter

$1,702.40

$2,145.50

$1,845.42

$1,217.71

$1,652.93

Operating costs for paved (hard top) roads per lane KM
Total costs for paved (hard top) roads per lane KM
% of paved lane KM where the condition is rated as good to very
good

Source: FIR (MPMP)
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The above indicators provide a breakdown to the maintenance or day-to-day costs to allow
an asset to continue to perform at the current level and attempt to prevent premature aging.
In the case of the Municipality wanting to increase the level of service of one of these assets,
the measures above would have to increase. The availability or reallocation of resources
(mainly finances) would determine if the level of service increase of an asset is achievable.
4.7.4

Community Input

An extensive public consultation program was carried out as part of the CTMP to provide
information to stakeholders on all components of the study and facilitate a full spectrum of
community and agency input. Two (2) Public Information Centres (PICs) were held to engage
and obtain input from the public, review agencies and stakeholders. The Transportation
Master Plan was completed in conjunction with the Clarington Official Plan Review.
On November 1, 2016, Clarington Council adopted the recommended Official Plan
Amendment 107 with some minor modifications. The Planning Act of Ontario requires that the
Municipality review its Official Plan every five (5) years to ensure that it conforms to, and does
not conflict with, Provincial plans and policies. Over 100 submissions were received from the
public.
4.7.5

Winter Road Maintenance

The Municipality of Clarington is responsible for road maintenance during winter months to
ensure the safety and mobility of all of our residents and environmental responsibility.
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Guidelines used when a winter storm hits Clarington.

4.7.6

Legislated Requirements

Winter Maintenance Performance Objectives (ADM-W2) is to provide an acceptable level of
service across the municipality which will ensure the transportation network remains functional
in accordance with the Ontario Minimum Maintenance Standards.
During winter storms provincial legislation requires the Municipality to provide winter
maintenance to the highest class of roadway first, meaning roadways that carry the greatest
volumes of traffic and operate at faster speeds must be cleared more frequently to maintain
safety levels. Local residential streets are generally left until the high priority roads are taken
care of.
Long duration and/or back-to-back storms are especially problematic for the Municipality as
legislation enforced by the Ministry of Transportation prevents winter maintenance staff from
driving more than 13 hours per day to a maximum of 70 hours over a seven (7) day period.
These timelines must be met by the Municipality.
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During a seven (7) day period, these hours can accumulate quickly, depleting our available
human resources. Those who have reached their maximum hours in accordance with the
Highway Traffic Act (HTA) must be sent home for a 24 hour resting period.
Contractors are used to clear sidewalks, parking lots and provide seniors snow removal
service.
4.7.7

Community Expectations

A citizen satisfaction survey was conducted by GFK. Respondents were asked to rate their
satisfaction with various services and aspects of the Municipality of Clarington. In regards to
winter road maintenance the results were:

As with any survey there are many limitations with the survey results that are not repeated
here.
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4.8

Parks

Efficiency measures of parks per person tracked by the municipality are:
PARKS
Performance Measure

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Operating costs for parks per person

$30.86

$30.83

$27.00

$28.96

$23.79

Total costs for parks per person

$39.52

$38.85

$35.31

$36.97

$31.40

Source: FIR (MPMP)

4.8.1

Community Expectations

A citizen satisfaction survey was conducted by GFK. Respondents were asked to rate their
satisfaction with various services and aspects of the Municipality of Clarington. In regards to
trails and paths the results were:

The results demonstrate a general sense of how the community rates our trails and paths.
Again, please be advised that limitations around interpretation of survey results are not
repeated here.
4.9

Storm Sewers

Storm sewers collect rain and run-off from melting snow to prevent flooding and redirect the
water to nearby storm water management ponds, creeks or lakes.
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The Storm Sewer Network consists of storm sewer mains, manholes, ponds and catch
basins:
STORM SEWERS
Performance Measure

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Storm Sewers- Urban
Net Costs per Capita Excl Amort for Urban Storm Sewers

$6.00

$8.00

$7.00

$6.00

$5.00

Net Costs per Capita Incl Amort for Urban Storm Sewers

$23.00

$24.00

$18.00

$17.00

$16.00

Net Costs per $100,000 CVA Excl Amort for Urban Storm Sewers

$5.00

$7.00

$6.00

$5.00

$4.00

Net Costs per $100,000 CVA Incl Amort for Urban Storm Sewers

$19.00

$21.00

$16.00

$15.00

$14.00

Net Costs per Capita Excl Amort for Rural Storm Sewers

$11.00

$10.00

$10.00

$10.00

$10.00

Net Costs per Capita Incl Amort for Rural Storm Sewers

$11.00

$10.00

$10.00

$11.00

$10.00

Net Costs per $100,000 CVA Excl Amort for Rural Storm Sewers

$10.00

$9.00

$8.00

$9.00

$9.00

Net Costs per $100,000 CVA Incl Amort for Rural Storm Sewers

$10.00

$9.00

$9.00

$10.00

$9.00

Storm Sewers- Rural

Source: BMA Study

4.9.1

Technical/Operational Requirements
STORM SEWERS

Performance Measures

Service Objective

Meeting current
levels of service
Yes/No

Storm Sewer Inspections

Inspect all storm sewers over a five year period.

No

Storm Sewer Repair

Provide maintenance to extend the life of storm sewer and to ensure water
flow.

No

4.9.2

Storm Water Management Ponds

Most storm water management ponds in Clarington are designed and constructed by land
developers, as new subdivisions and other site development occurs.
There are several provincial and federal acts, statutes and regulations that impact
maintenance, operations and monitoring of Storm Water Management facilities.
•

Ministry of Environment;

•

Ontario Water Resources Act- Approval to Operate;

•

Environmental Protection Act;
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•

Conservation Authority Act;

•

Fisheries Act; and

•

Clean Water Act.

Storm water management planning and design in Ontario is guided by the Ministry of
Environment’s (MOE) Storm Water Management Planning and Design Manual (MOE, 2003).
This manual provides operation, maintenance and monitoring procedures.
In 2004, the Municipality developed design guidelines for SWMFs generally based on MOE’s
Storm Water Management Planning and Design Manuals. The Municipality of Clarington
identifies that SWM is to conform to MOE’s storm water management practices, requirements
of local Conservation Authorities (Ganaraska Region Conservation Authority (GRCA) and
Lake Ontario Conservation Authority (CLOCA) whose jurisdictions are within the Municipality
of Clarington and local master drainage plans.
Clarington currently owns and maintains 25 Storm Water Management Ponds. The main
types are dry ponds, wet ponds and wetlands.

Currently the Municipality of Clarington is not meeting the established levels of service as per
the table above. It is a desired level of service for the future to meet these requirements
based on financial availability. However, the state of the storm water management ponds are
in good to very good condition. The below grid was extracted from the CityWide software.
This shows that 11 of the 25 SWM are very good and 14 SWM are in good condition.
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During the 2017 budget process, Council has approved tax levy funding to maximize grant
eligibility from upper levels of government to address storm water ponds service levels. This
will enable further focus here with base funding now built into the tax base. This may also
allow focus in future years on storm sewer work.
4.10

Sidewalks

To measure the Levels of Service for Sidewalks legislated requirements, asset performance
requirements and community expectations have been considered.
4.10.1

Legislated Requirements

Provincial legislation requires that the minimum standard for the frequency of inspecting
sidewalks to check for surface discontinuity is once per year. (“Surface discontinuity” means
a vertical discontinuity creating a step formation at joints or cracks in the surface of the
sidewalk.)
SIDEWALKS
Performance Measures

Annual Sidewalk
Inspections

Service Objective

Meet minimum maintenance standards as established by
Ontario Regulation 239/02; O. Reg. 23/10, s. 10; O. Reg.
47/13, s. 16 (1)

Meeting current
levels of service
Yes/No

Yes

Each year, a summer student is hired to walk every piece of sidewalk within Clarington. As
they walk the sidewalks they record on a GPS every hazard on every sidewalk and spray
markings to alerting users of the discontinuity. This information is then downloaded to maps
and assigned what treatment the hazard needs to get fixed. The information is then sent to a
contractor who is hired to go around and treat all the hazards that have been reported. This is
impacted by budget limitations.
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4.10.2

Asset Performance

The performance of an asset takes into consideration the current condition of the asset and its
ability to provide that service in a safe manner within its requirements. The below table
illustrates how many trips and slips claims that have been submitted to the Durham Municipal
Insurance Pool (DMIP) for the years 2011 to 2015 for municipally owned sidewalks.
No. of Trips and Slips Insurance Claims - Annually

Total Claims Received

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

4

8

3

5

7

Source: Insurance Pool

Clarington’s desired level of service is to have “Zero” slips and trips claims. It is important to
keep sidewalks safe and clear to minimize the risk of injury and liability. Clarington is
currently meeting its sidewalk winter maintenance level of service.
4.10.3

Community Expectations

A citizen satisfaction survey was conducted by GFK. Respondents were asked to rate their
satisfaction with various services and aspects of the Municipality of Clarington. In regards to
sidewalks the results were:

The results demonstrate a general sense of how the community rates our road/sidewalk
maintenance. Again, survey limitations are not repeated here.
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4.11

External Trends

Issues that may affect expected levels of service or the Municipality’s ability to meet them are:
Challenges:
•

Expected/Desired Level of Service vs. Actual Level of Service for given asset classes

•

Measure of actual level of service provision for given asset class

•

Communities’ expected level of service not matching optimum/minimum whole of life cycle
costing of assets

•

Visual perception of service level vs. underlying long term of asset performance

•

Emergency situations

•

New accessibility standards

•

Growth

•

Climate change impacts

•

Tax levy, Federal and Provincial Government funding availability

•

Taxpayer expectations/demands on service levels

There is an ever increasing expectation for municipalities to make informed decisions about
the services they provide to their citizens. In analyzing level of services within the
Municipality; Council, senior management and other decision makers will have the information
needed to monitor, review and improve services to its citizens. Although many informal
service levels currently exist within the Municipality of Clarington, further work is required to
fully develop, measure and verify the LOS measures.
A community’s infrastructure provides the foundation for its economic development and a well
maintained infrastructure is essential for the delivery of critical core services for the citizens of
the Municipality of Clarington. The goal is to manage these assets at their lowest overall life
cycle cost which will allow the Municipality of Clarington to enhance the existing financial
reporting and planning efforts into a longer term and formal Financial Strategy.
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5.0

Asset Management Strategy

5.1

Asset Management Objective

The objective of our Asset Management Strategy is to outline and establish a set of planned
actions, based on best practices that will enable our assets to provide an agreed upon and
sustainable level of service to the taxpayers of the Municipality of Clarington, while managing
risk at the lowest life cycle cost.
As this Asset Management Strategy is further developed the goal will be to consider a broad
range of asset and non-infrastructure solutions and to develop an implementation process that
can be applied to the identification of needs including renewal, enhanced levels of service,
growth, legislative and efficiency related projects, along with the prioritization of the lowest
whole life cycle cost intervention options, whether funded from operational or capital funds.
This will assist in the production of a robust and defensible 20 year plan, including growth
projections, to ensure the best overall health and performance of the municipality’s
infrastructure. The first ten (10) years provide the best information to base decisions on.
This section includes an overview of our approach to managing assets including condition
assessment techniques and the identification of the optimal life cycle interventions required
based on the lowest whole of life cost. Prioritization techniques, including risk, are also
detailed as an approach to determining which priority projects should move forward into the
budget first.
5.2

Asset Life Cycle Management

A comprehensive approach to asset management
involves processes for managing and maximizing the
performance of an asset while minimizing its costs
throughout the course of its life cycle, enabling the
Municipality to make better asset investment decisions.
This approach considers a range of parameters, for
example: age, condition, historic performance, current
capacity, etc.
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Key components of a life cycle Management Framework include:
1. Operational Strategies – including mitigating risks, deferring the need for
upgrades/renewals, asset utilization and demand, and emergency response planning
2. Maintenance Strategies – including approaches for determining the optimal mix of
planned and unplanned maintenance and for carrying out maintenance performance
assessments and reviews
3. Financial/Funding Strategies – including valuation approaches, long term financial
forecasts and funding plans
4. Optimized Decision Making Techniques – including risk based approaches, multi
criteria analysis approaches along with approaches to optimizing investment across
service areas
5. Investment Planning – including the identification and scoping of projects, to address
capital maintenance, enhanced levels of service, legislative, growth (including
development) or efficiency needs.
5.3

Non Infrastructure Solutions

The Municipality’s asset management strategy should also incorporate non-infrastructure
solutions, which are policies and planning actions that reduce life cycle costs without actually
investing in specific assets. Examples are:
•

Master Plans – our municipality has master plans for transportation, fire services and
the Indoor Facilities Development Strategy

•

Preventative Maintenance – programs such as ditching, crack sealing, regularly
scheduled vehicle maintenance, roof patching, etc.

5.4

Operational and Maintenance Strategies

Operational and maintenance activities fall into the following categories, each having distinct
objectives and triggering mechanisms:
1) Operations: Activities designed to ensure sufficient utilization of the asset. These are
the regular tasks that are undertaken to ensure the assets achieve their service
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potential. Operations strategies include activities such as inspections and system
monitoring.
2) Maintenance: Maintenance strategies are designed to enable existing assets to
operate to their service potential over their useful life. There are two (2) types of
maintenance:
a) Unplanned Maintenance: work carried out in response to reported problems (e.g. an
asset failure)
b) Planned Maintenance: work carried out to a pre-determined schedule or programmed
as a result of needs identified during inspections
A key element of asset management planning is determining the most cost effective blend of
planned and unplanned maintenance including regularly scheduled inspection and
maintenance or more significant repair and activities associated with unexpected events. The
overall operations and maintenance strategy is intended to maintain the current levels of
service and mitigate risk while minimizing cost.
Existing strategies include:
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ASSET
CATEGORY

OPERATIONS

UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE

Bridges and
Culverts

Bridges and large culverts are inspected
biennially by a consultant who specializes in
this field, in accordance to the Highway Traffic
Act, and the Public Transportation and
Highway Improvement Act. The inspection
and reporting methods must meet Ontario
Structure Inspection Manual. Half of the
structures are inspected each year. Load
limits are implemented through a by-law by
the Municipality under the recommendation of
the consultant who inspects the structures.
The by-law is updated biennially.

Guide rail and parapet walls are often
damaged by vehicle collisions or by
snow plows. Repairs are made as the
damage is noted, usually through an
annual repair contract. Where the
biennial inspection reveals that a
structure had deteriorated substantially
since the last inspection, the ten (10)
year plan may be revised to make
repairs sooner than planned. Patch
repairs to the travelled road surface are
completed as the damage is noted.

Engineering has a ten (10) year
rehabilitation forecast for bridges and
culverts as determined by findings in the
inspections. A Structure Priority Number
(SPN) is calculated for each structure. The
ten (10) year plan is based on the SPN, the
available budget, and includes minor
preventative maintenance.

Buildings –
Recreation

Detailed condition audits are completed for
each building as part of a five (5) year cycle.
Each audit provides a detailed review of all
major building categories, providing ratings of
excellent to critical on all of the categories.

Any unplanned building deficiencies are
reviewed and assessed by the staff
currently on site. Determination of
proper handling of repairs or
replacement is decided at the
supervisory level.

The reports of the detailed condition audits
of each building are used by Community
Services in order to create a five (5) year
financing plan. This plan segregates most
critical to least critical and uses budget
availability in order to complete the forecast.

Buildings Operations

Our Building Services support site is
used for work order generation and
prioritization. These maintenance items
Buildings that are permanently staffed are
can be entered by Building Users,
inspected daily for any repairs or maintenance
tenants, Board, Staff, or specific
that will be required. All other buildings are
individuals. Unplanned repairs are
inspected a minimum of once a month.
assessed to determine root cause and
either completed subject to funds being
available and urgency.
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An annual maintenance plan exists which
details weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual
tasks to be completed. These tasks are
completed either with in house staff (i.e.
building maintenance), or contracted out
(i.e. HVAC PM)

ASSET
CATEGORY

Fleet

Miscellaneous
Assets

OPERATIONS

UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE

To ensure compliance with MTO safety
standards all vehicles are inspected at each
regular maintenance interval. A seventy- one
point inspection is completed at each interval
by our fleet technicians. Vehicles are also
subject to a comprehensive eighty-three point
annual inspection to ensure the vehicle will
reach its maximum viability. Servicing and
maintenance of specialized emergency
vehicle items are outsourced when
specialized services are required. Some
vehicle equipment maintenance is performed
by an Emergency Vehicle Technician.
The miscellaneous asset category doesn't
have a system in place for replacement or
refurbishment.

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE

Operations and Emergency Services have
Items that fail are assessed to determine replacement plans once vehicles reach the
if repair or replacement is the most cost end of their useful lives. Some vehicles that
effective approach. Age, kilometers and are still in good working order at the end of
general state of the vehicle are some of the useful life will sometimes be kept
the defining factors.
beyond the end of its useful life in order to
utilize the asset longer.

Equipment is maintained at regular intervals
as each asset requires unique maintenance.

Parking Lots

An inspection audit of all the Municipal
parking lots have been completed in 2015.

Patch repairs to the surface are
completed as the damage is noted.

In 2016, the Municipality established a
reserve fund for the rehabilitation of parking
lots. Rehabilitation is triggered by the
condition of the parking lot, in sequence
based on the inspection audit as sufficient
funds become available.

Parks

In Compliance with CSA Group regulation
Z614- 14, structures are visually inspected
weekly, a detailed inspection and report
performed monthly, and an annual
comprehensive report is completed each year
to ensure structures are meeting required
standards. Details of past inspections of park
assets are kept by the Parks Supervisor and
is currently in the process of converting to
computerized storage.

Items that require repairs are to be
completed at the time the defect is found
and reported. If time is required for the
repair, all reasonable access must be
restricted until the repairs are
completed.

A five (5) year forecast for replacing park
structures and courts is prepared. Each
year, there are two (2) courts and two (2)
play structures that are due for replacement.

Roads

Biennial inspections of the entire roads
inventory is completed and the findings are
compiled into a roads needs study completed
every two (2) years. Roads must meet
Ontario Regulation 239- 02, which provides
minimum maintenance standards for
municipal highways.
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Pot holes are repaired by staff on a
regular basis based on the road patrols.
The frequency of pot holes is influenced
by the weather, and the repair demand
changes throughout the year.

The roads needs study provides a ten (10)
year plan for rehabilitation of roads based
on condition levels, the return on the
investment for the recommended repair and
annual budget values.
A preventative maintenance program that
includes crack- sealing, ditching, and
shouldering is currently underway.

ASSET
CATEGORY

OPERATIONS
Inspected annually by Operations staff to
ensure that all ponds meet regulations within:

SWM Ponds

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE
Minor maintenance (such as debris, litter
and vegetation removal) is completed at the
time of each annual inspection.
Every 5 - 7 years, major maintenance (such
as concrete repairs, banks erosion control,
When unplanned deficiencies are
determined, repairs are completed at the damage to fencing and grates) is
completed. Every 7-15 years a pond wide
time it is located.
sediment removal is completed.
UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE

- Ontario Water Resource Act
- Environmental Protection Act
- Clean Water Act
- Conservation Authority Act

Not all service levels are being met due to
available resource levels.
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5.5

Approach for Options Analysis

Decision making approaches within Clarington utilizes sound judgement and logic within
individual service areas. Currently, the Capital budget is categorized into departmental
groupings. Each department then prioritizes their capital needs within their service area
responsibilities based on a certain base funding allotment. For critical asset needs,
corporate reallocations are considered and increases to base funding requested.
An objective moving forward, as part of the Corporate Asset Management program,
service areas will be able to base their decision making on a more consistent asset based
approach rather than financing approach which will involve a combination of risk based
analysis, cost-benefit analysis and multi criteria analysis across the organization.
1. Risk Based Analysis: This approach focuses on maximizing risk reduction for
minimum cost. The Corporation quantifies the risk of failure of the asset, identifies
mitigation measures and then sets out to reduce the risks in most cost effective
manner.
2. Cost-Benefit Analysis: This involves identifying the financial impacts of various
alternatives within a business case. This includes both benefits and costs over the
entire analysis period with the ultimate goal of assessing which alternative presents
the greatest value of benefits compared to costs.
3. Multi-Criteria Analysis: This approach typically utilizes a set of benefit criteria which
reflect the strategic results of the Municipality as a whole. This approach provides
an objective guide to help determine which combination of capital projects represent
the best overall value based on the level of benefits they provide to the community
and/or other stakeholders. Individual service complaints will be factored into this
process but would not be a determining factor.
5.6

All Assets
Our current software for Asset Management uses condition (age based or calculated
condition rating) and risk (based on replacement cost for some assets or weighted
rankings for other assets described in the applicable sections below). The risk matrix
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shows the 2016 priority of asset rehabilitation or renewal as determined from our
current software capabilities.
The risk matrix generated from our CityWide software is calculated based on the
consequence of failure and probability of failure of each asset. The probability of
failure currently is based on the condition of the asset. If an asset's condition is
very poor, CityWide automatically calculates the probability of failure as very high.
The current scores that will determine budget prioritization currently within the system
are as follows:
Probability of Failure: All Assets (horizontal axis)
ASSET CONDITION

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

Very Good

Score of 1

Good

Score of 2

Fair

Score of 3

Poor

Score of 4

Very Poor

Score of 5

The consequence of failure is based on the cost of the asset with a high cost
equating to a high consequence of failure. The consequence of failure in some
asset types has been amended to include other factors beyond cost that will be
covered in each applicable asset section that follows.
The following risk matrix incorporates all of our assets and rates them based on their
consequence of failure (vertical axis) and their probability of failure (horizontal axis).
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All Asset Risk Matrix:

The top six (6) assets in the upper right hand side of the risk matrix above are
as follows:
InService
Yr

Useful
Life
(Yrs)

Asset
Age
(Yrs)

Historical
Cost

Replacement
Cost

Road - Surface 94501 King St W (Reg
Rd 57 to Roenigk Dr)

2007

20

9

$448,282

$411,246

1990 GMC Rescue Truck #1

1990

10

26

$25,000

$750,000*

2003 Freight Pumper #2

2003

10

14

$340,573

$757,410*

2003 Freight Pumper #5

2003

10

14

$313,131

$757,410*

2004 Spartan Pumper #4

2004

10

13

$408,977

$757,410*

Asset Description

2005 Freight Pumper #44
2004
10
12
$276,335
$757,410*
*Emergency Services have determined the replacement cost based on similar assets that
were purchased within the last two (2) years.

5.7
Bridges & Cul ve rts
Bridge inspections are completed for all structures that span 1.2 meters or
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more. Legislation requires the inspection of structures 3.0 m and greater, but
Clarington includes all structures 1.2 m and greater. Structure inspections for
the Municipality are performed by our engineering consultants. Inspections are
completed on a biennial basis (once every two (2) years). Included in the
inspection must be structure type, number of spans, span lengths, detailed
photo images, structure element by element inspection and other key attribute
data. The inspection also provides rating and recommendations for repair,
rehabilitation and replacement. The records of these are forwarded to the
Municipality’s Engineering Department, as a PDF file for record retention.
These inspections are completed by AECOM, which provide a detailed listing of
our bridges, as well as a Bridge Condition Index (BCI). This index is a weighted
calculation of the
total condition of
each component of
the bridge in our
inventory. The BCI
provides a rating
between 0 (lowest
possible score) to
100 (highest possible score) for an overall condition rating of each bridge,
which is used to provide a current condition of each bridge. This condition
rating has been implemented into our CityWide Tangible Capital Asset software
in order to provide a more accurate condition rating of our bridge, as compared
to the straight-line approach. This is used for the probability of failure.
The Municipality of Clarington’s Engineering Department and AECOM have
completed a Transportation Master Plan. This document will be used to
develop strategies for our roads and bridges networks from now until 2031.
The Transportation Master Plan provides forecasts for future expansion and
required needs due to community growth and changing transportation modes.
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Bridges and culverts utilize three (3) parameters for determining the
consequence of failure. The first parameter is the detour length in metres, the
second parameter is service class of the road segment that the structure
resides upon, (a rating from 1 to 6 that is provided for each road segment).
The final parameter is the estimated current replacement cost that is calculated
within CityWide.
Bridge and Culvert Risk Matrix:
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The top 11 Bridge and Culvert assets replacements required are as follows:

Asset Description (Structure ID)
Leskard Rd Concrete Bridge
(98045)
Waverley Rd Overpass Concrete
Bridge (99003)
Highway 2 Concession 3 Clarke
Bridge (98025)
Middle Rd Concrete Bridge
(99534)
George St Culvert (93504)
North Mill Lane Culvert (95506)
Squair Rd Clarke Culvert (98518)
Howden Rd East Culvert (99125)

InUseful
Service
Age (Yrs) Historical Cost Replacement Cost
Life (Yrs)
Yr
1948

50

68

$26,852

$293,096

1967

45

49

$301,352

$2,132,645

1960

50

56

$45,332

$376,694

1928

50

88

$8,182

$117,094

1940
1970
1980
1980

50
40
40
40

76
46
36
36

$7,431
$26,054
$60,320
$129,808

$119,639
$163,695
$175,774
$378,264

Elliot Rd Concrete Bridge (98037)

1940

50

76

$15,117

$243,384

Soper Creek Concrete Bridge
(94005)

1960

50

56

$106,358

$883,801

East Townline Rd Clarke Culvert
(98511)

1970

40

46

$23,780

$149,408

5.8

Buildings

The buildings inventory data was extracted from Clarington’s CityWide software
database and our financial tangible capital asset records. The Municipality of
Clarington owns and maintains 44 buildings. Currently, only one (1) building is
considered surplus and deemed as not to be replaced. This building once housed
the Newcastle Fire Hall until a new building at a different location was built and
opened in 2014.
In the asset management records, buildings are separated into manageable
components such as: structure, interior, mechanical, roof, ice rink and pools.
Each component is comprised of different useful lives and associated risks. The
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structure and interior costs for a building can be extraordinarily high, thus the
associated replacement costs can be unrealistic. The Municipality isn’t likely to
demolish an entire building to just replace with a similar structure. The capital
costs associated with the structure and interior of a building will represent more
renovations and repair over the life of the asset. This AMP applied a factor of
25% to the inflated replacement costs of all structures and interiors of buildings.
The Community Services department has building audits performed on each of
the recreation facilities within the Municipality of Clarington on a five (5) year
schedule. One (1) or two (2) buildings are audited each year until all the buildings
have been reviewed within the five (5) year cycle. Each condition audit provides
a detailed review of all the major categories of the location that has been
inspected, as shown below:
•

Structural Components and Systems

•

Building Exterior Finishes

•

Interior and Exterior architecture

•

Mechanical

•

Electrical

•

Life Safety

•

Landscaping

The details from each of the above categories are compiled together in a report
completed by the external party. The auditor provides each item inspected with
a priority level from 1 to 5, 1 being immediate to one (1) year to repair or
replace, and 5 being ten (10) years plus to replace or repair. A condition level
from excellent to very poor is provided for each equipment or system within the
building as part of the audit as well. This allows for preparation if an asset is
deteriorating faster than expected or will possibly exceed the expected useful
life.
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Buildings Risk Matrix:

The top ten (10) Building assets from the risk matrix above are as follows:
InService
Year

Useful
Life
(Yrs)

Age
(Yrs)

Historical
Cost

Replacement
Cost

Newcastle Arena Ice Rink - 1975 Original
Orono Arena Ice Rink - 1979 Original
Rickard Recreational Complex Roof - 301
Rickard Recreational Complex Roof - 302
Alan Strike Aquatic and Squash Centre –
1994 BUR Roof

1975
1979
1988
1988
1994

30
30
25
25
20

41
37
28
28
22

$402,887
$492,634
$51,982
$51,982
$54,697

$1,764,700
$1,567,360
$112,309
$112,309
$110,508

Fire Station #1 Bowmanville –
Unit Heater in Bay

1994

20

22

$2,567

$5,186

Fire Station #1 Bowmanville –
Unit Heater in Bay

1994

20

22

$2,567

$5,186

Fire Station #1 Bowmanville – Carrier VVT
Control System
Fire Station #5 Enniskillen – Furnace #1
Fire Station #5 Enniskillen – Furnace #2

1994

20

22

$2,054

$4,150

1990
1990

25
25

26
26

$2,611
$2,611

$5,235
$5,235

Asset Description
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In order to provide a more accurate level of risk for building assets, there
have been additional parameters implemented into the Consequence of
Failure Metrics. The first parameter added is the priority rating using a
scale of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating that the asset most likely won’t be replaced
to a 5 indicating a critical asset to the safety of the community. There are
only one (1) type of facility that has been determined to be at a level of 5
and those are the fire stations. A priority 4 is applied to facilities such as
large indoor recreation facilities that provide emergency shelter and the
animal shelter.
The second parameter involves
each building asset type receiving
a rating between 1 and 5. The
building structure, interior and land
improvement assets have a
minimum rating of 1. This was
determined due to the unlikelihood
of fully replacing these assets at
the end of their useful lives; for
example, concrete structures are likely to be refurbished and not
demolished. There are currently no asset types that have received the
maximum level of 5 for this rating system. Roofs and mechanical assets
are the highest rated asset types at the level of 4, due to the elevated
consequence if these assets are not replaced at or close to the end of their
expected useful lives.
In conclusion, for building consequence of failure multiple factors are weighted
including replacement cost, life safety priority and asset type.
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5.9

Erosion Contr ol

There are no erosion control assets within any elevated portion of the risk grid
because all of the assets included in this section are currently in the early
portion of the expected useful life, with the oldest erosion control asset having
an acquisition date in 2009. As the several assets in this category continue to
age, the assets will slowly increase on the risk grid as the likelihood of failure
increases.
Erosion Control Risk Matrix:

5.10

Fleet

The Operations Department uses the manufacturer’s maintenance schedule
for each vehicle to develop an overall maintenance plan for fleet inventory.
Various procedures are included in this maintenance plan in order to ensure
our vehicles are operating at the highest efficiency and meets all the
required standards. The Ministry of Transportation Ontario provides several
safety standards to ensure vehicles are operating at a safe and
environmentally responsible level. Some of the standards include
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emissions testing and the Highway Traffic Act. In addition, the Province has
implemented a Commercial Vehicle Operator Registration (CVOR) for
vehicles with a gross weight of 4,500 kg and over. The CVOR requires the
Municipality to keep records of inspection reports, repairs, annual kilometers
traveled, and driver hours of service. This allows the Ministry of
Transportation to monitor that the vehicle is in a safe operating state and is
within required standards.
Inspections are completed by our fleet technicians at one of two intervals,
250 hours of use or annually, whichever is reached first. The
implementation of the maintenance plan will ensure each vehicle meets the
MTO safety standards and provides an assessment of each vehicle. At that
time, preventative maintenance is also completed to ensure each vehicle is
in line to meet the useful life expectancy. With respect to vehicles that are
at the end of their life expectancy and still in good working condition, it will
be determined near the time of expiry if the best option is trade-in or
continue to use the vehicle until a later date. The decision will be based on
maximizing trade-in value and the state of the remaining fleet inventory.
During annual inspections, any required repairs found are completed at that
time to ensure each vehicle is in the proper working condition. Servicing
and inspection of items that require certification and those pieces of
equipment specifically found on fire fleet vehicles (such as pumps, hoses,
and ladders) are outsourced to a specialized technician when necessary.
The factors that are used to determine the risk ratings for our fleet vehicles
are age based condition ratings and calculated replacement costs.
CityWide takes both the replacement cost and condition of each asset and
provides a calculated risk factor to determine where each asset will be
located on the Risk Matrix chart.
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Fleet Risk Matrix:

The top 11 Fleet assets from the m a t r i x above are as follows:

Asset Description
2003 Freight Pumper #2
2003 Freight Pumper #5
2004 Spartan Pumper #4
2005 Freight Pumper #44
2000 International Dump Truck #00525
1999 GMC Tanker #4
2000 Volvo WG64 Tandem Truck #00506
2000 Volvo WG64 Tandem Truck #00537
1999 GMC Tanker #1
2002 International 20S Truck #01540
2001 Volvo VHD Tandem Truck #01518

InService
Yr

Useful
Life
(Yrs)

Age
(Yrs)

2003
2003
2004
2004
1999
1999
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001

10
10
10
10
10
15
10
10
15
10
10

14
14
13
12
17
17
16
16
16
15
15

Historical
Cost

Replacement
Cost

$340,573
$313,131
$408,977
$276,335
$148,227
$148,525
$161,033
$161,033
$149,413
$153,779
$166,994

* Emergency Services have determined the replacement cost based on similar assets
that were purchased within the last two (2) years.
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$757,410*
$757,410*
$757,410*
$757,410*
$208,254
$263,064*
$219,376
$219,376
$263,064*
$203,113
$220,568

5.11

Miscellaneous Assets

For the miscellaneous asset categories that are pooled assets, they will rarely
be found in the top of the replacement grid since they are deemed disposed of
in the year following the end of their useful lives. Miscellaneous assets
category consists of a very diverse number of different items. These assets
provide important resources for the Municipality, but when compared to some of
the larger asset categories, it can be easily overlooked.
Computer Software is a category that is now deemed “Not for Replacement”
because software is rarely completely removed and replaced by new software.
There are upgrades and expansion packs that may be provided by the software
provider, which allows for continual usage throughout and past the expected
useful lives of the assets.
Miscellaneous Assets Risk Matrix:
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The top ten (10) miscellaneous assets from the grid above are as follows:

Asset Description
Rickard Recreational Complex Parking Lot
Alan Strike Aquatic Centre Parking Lot
Darlington Sports Centre Parking Lot
Newcastle Community Hall Parking Lot
Wireless Radios - Hampton x 2
2011 Pooled Computer Hardware - CPU's
Wireless Radios - Depot 42 x 2
Wireless Radios - Newcastle Rec Centre x 2
Wireless Radios - Courtice Fire Station 4 x 2
Wireless Radios - Bowmanville Fire HQ

InService
Yr
1988
1995
1975
1985
2006
2011
2008
2008
2008
2008

Useful
Life
(Yrs)
35
35
35
35
7
4
7
7
7
7

Age
(Yrs)
28
28
41
31
1
5
8
8
8
8

Historical
Cost
$375,007
$66,211
$35,012
$19,335
$39,420
$35,115
$32,103
$32,103
$32,103
$32,103

Replacement
Cost
$683,311
$98,898
$154,436
$40,638
$47,399
$37,913
$36,287
$36,287
$36,287
$36,287

Parking lots are the only asset category within the miscellaneous inventory that has
an additional factor for consequence other than the estimated replacement cost. Each
parking lot has received a priority rating from 1 (being the lowest level of consequence)
to 5 (the highest level of consequence). This is determined by the facility or usage that
each location receives.
5.12

Parks

The Operations Department has implemented policies to ensure that all of the
Municipality of Clarington’s play structures adhere to CSA standard Z614-07 and
are safe for public use. Included in this policy are the procedures that are followed
for inspection, repairing and reviewing all park structures. All play structures are
inspected under the direction of a certified playground inspector. All inspection
forms are submitted to the supervisor in less than seven (7) days of the inspections
completion. All the required repairs will be provided on the completed inspection
reports and followed up will be prepared and noted by the supervisor. Any critical
hazards on structures must be resolved immediately, all non-critical and general
findings will be scheduled to be addressed within 30 days. Once the repairs are
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completed, the certified playground inspector will perform a re-inspection to confirm
compliance with CSA standard Z614-07.

The Municipality of Clarington’s Parks staff has completed two (2) forecasts for
replacements of courts and playground equipment. The schedules are a five (5) year
plan that provides two (2) playground structures and two (2) courts to be replaced
each year. Play Fields have been deemed as “not for Replacement” other than the
Bowmanville Indoor Soccer Lacrosse Bowl and the South Courtice Artificial Turf Field.
Other fields, such as soccer fields, baseball fields and football fields, are
considered not for replacement due to the fact that the sod and grading will only
require maintenance and unlikely require to be fully replaced.

The Park asset’s risk requirements are determined currently on a similar basis as
our fleet vehicle risk is calculated. Using the assets age-based condition rating to
determine the probability that the asset will fail and the replacement cost of the
assets to provide the consequence if that asset is to fail.
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Parks Risk Matrix:

The top s i x ( 6 ) Park assets from the m a t r i x above are as follows:

Asset Description (Structure ID)
Orono Outdoor Pool
Bowmanville Valley - Rotary Park
pedestrian bridge
Solina Park Tennis Courts
Argent Park Playground
Bowmanville Boat Launch
RRC Skateboard Park

InUseful
Historical Replacement
Service
Age (Yrs)
Life (Yrs)
Cost
Cost
Yr
1970
35
46
$36,050
$224,917
1993

30

23

$94,548

$143,829

1982
2001
2009
1999

20
15
7
25

34
15
7
17

$27,177
$66,610
$45,902
$238,816

$65,043
$87,235
$52,079
$332,692
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5.13

Roads

Rural roads typically do not require replacement of the road base. Surface replacement
typically includes pulverizing the surface, adding some new granular material and placing the
new surface. Through surface replacement, the base is improved. For the AMP, we have
assumed that the base for rural roads will not be replaced.
For urban roads, replacement of the base is typically required only when the
underground services such as water mains, sanitary sewers and storm sewers need
to be replaced. It was assumed that the underground services need to be replaced
when they are 80 years old, so that is the life span applied to an urban road base.
Replacement costs for road base were determined based on unit prices from recent
road reconstruction prices.
The road surface replacement costs were determined based on similar contracts from the
past few years. The work was split into three (3) different types of project:
• Surface treatment (high float) replacement
• Rural hot mix upgrade or replacement
• Urban surface replacement
Best practices for road system management include the application of pavement preservation
practices throughout the road’s life to extend the life of the road rather than replacing the
road after it has completely failed. Clarington’s Engineering Department uses a pavement
management computer model to determine the most cost effective mix of treatments to
provide the right treatment at the right time throughout the life span of the road. For the
purposes of the AMP, a more simplified model was used to assess the amount of backlog
and determine the appropriate funding level over time.
The trigger in the AMP for replacement of the surface is the condition of the road, using a
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) of 30 for the threshold to fully replace the surface.
Deterioration curves are used to predict the condition of the road over the life span of the
road. Initially, the curve is flat indicating that the road remains in good condition for many
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years after it is constructed. Towards the end of the life of the road, the curve is steeper,
indicating that as the road begins to fail (pot holes, wide cracks, rutting, etc.) the condition
deteriorates more quickly.
The life span of a road is the number of years it takes for the PCI to go from 100 (new) to
zero (failed). For a surface treated road, the life span was assumed to be nine (9) years. For
a hot mix asphalt road, it was assumed to be 30 years. Roads with a PCI of less than 30 are
considered to be backlog. There are 117 km of road in backlog. Roads with a PCI between
around 45 and 31 are approaching the steeper part of the deterioration curve and will require
replacement of the surface within a few years. There are 133 km of road in this range. There
are 508 km of road with a PCI greater than 45. This analysis excludes gravel and earth
roads.
Roads utilize two (2) parameters to calculate the consequence of failure for both
base and surface. The first parameter is the Replacement Price per metre of road, a
calculation that divides the current replacement cost by the distance of the segment in
meters. The current replacement cost is calculated by the actual construction cost at
the time of construction multiplied by a construction price index (NRBCPI). The
second parameter is the Service class, which is a rating from 1 to 6 that is provided
for each road segment. The service class is calculated by the average daily usage of
the road and the speed limit that is given for that road segment.
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Both types of road assets (base and surface) utilize individual factors for the probability
of failure. Roads base assets adopted the structural adequacy of each segment to
determine the required level of failure, this is a figure determined by the Engineering
Department. Roads surface assets uses the pavement condition index that is provided
by the Engineering Department, this index provides each road segment an overall
rating from 1 to 100.
Road Risk Matrix (base and surface):
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The top t e n ( 10) Road assets r e p l a c e m e n t s r e q u i r e d are as follows:

Asset Description
92060 - Surface - Glenabbey Dr (Robert Adams Dr to Prestonvale Rd)
92101 - Surface - Varcoe Rd (Hwy#2 to Nash Rd)
92103 - Surface - Varcoe Rd (Nash Rd to Hartfield Dr)
92302 - Surface - Prestonvale Rd (Claret Rd to Phair Av)
94067 - Surface - Waverley Rd (Martin Rd to Spry Av)
94279 - Surface - Scugog St (King St to Church St)
94503 - Surface - King St W (Scugog St to Temperance St)
94513 - Surface - King St (Mearns Av to 332m E of Mearns Av)
94671 - Surface - Clarington Blvd (Stevens Rd to North End)
99009 - Surface - Energy Dr (425m W of Symons Rd to 550m W of Waverly Rd)

5.14

In- Service Yr

Useful
Life
(Yrs)

1993
1990
1991
1992
2006
1997
1979
1993
2004
1988

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Age
Replacement
Historical Cost
(Yrs)
Cost
23
26
25
24
10
19
37
23
12
28

$52,530
$64,580
$106,336
$79,131
$25,532
$33,791
$30,049
$112,421
$63,509
$114,953

Roadside

The category of Roadside includes assets such as: guide rails, street lighting, sidewalks,
and traffic control signals.
Roadside Risk Matrix:
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$112,200
$105,600
$178,200
$135,300
$32,340
$51,744
$105,600
$188,397
$94,380
$453,330

The top seven (8) Roadside assets from the grid above are as follows:
InUseful
Service
Life
Yr
(Yrs)

Asset Description
South Service Road Guiderail

5.15

Age

Replacement
Cost as of
12/31/2016

99051

1973

20

43

$18,675

Baseline Rd Over Robinson Creek #1

99057-1

1973

20

43

$11,905

Baseline Rd Over Robinson Creek #2

99057-2

1973

20

43

$10,296

Golf Course Road Guiderail

98343A

1983

20

33

$10,126

Concession Rd 10 Guiderail #1

99241A-1

1985

20

31

$12,223

Concession Rd 10 Guiderail #2

99241A-2

1985

20

31

$12,188

Concession Rd 6 Guiderail

99521-2

1985

25

31

$12,350

Station St Guiderail #1

95003-1

1986

25

30

$30,061

Station St Guiderail #2

95003-2

1986

25

30

$19,444

Station St Guiderail #3

95003-3

1986

25

30

$13,206

Storm Sew ers

Due to the extremely long useful lives of the Storm Sewers inventory, there is currently no
assets that are located in the “red” section of the risk grid.
This will change as storm sewers continue to age in the future.
Storm Sewer Risk Matrix:
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5.16

Disposal Activities

When an asset reaches the end of its useful life doesn’t automatically result in the asset
being disposed. We have maintenance and renewal programs that aid in assets still
providing service after their pre-determined useful life has expired. There might
also be situations where the asset’s useful life has expired but since it is of low
risk it doesn’t meet the criteria of being replaced or rehabilitated.
In the event that an asset needs to be disposed of, the Municipality will replace or
rehabilitate that asset depending on whether it is infrastructure or equipment.
5.17

Procurement Methods

Procurement activities for all assets are done according to the Municipality of Clarington’s
Purchasing By-law 2015-022. Over expenditures are reported to Council based on the
Municipality`s Capital Project Over Expenditure Policy approved by Council in FND-008-06.
5.18

Future Demand

This section of the Asset Management Plan analyzes the potential variables affecting
municipal resource demand including but not limited to the three (3) planning variables;
society, economy and environment. The Municipality has assessed the impact of these
trends and has developed a number of demand management strategies to meet demand
targets without compromising end-user level-of-service delivery. The Municipality’s
development forecast for the ten (10)-year planning period from 2015 to 2024, estimates
that our population will grow by 20,500 people and add approximately 9,000 new occupied
dwelling units.
The impact of the assumptions made in relation to accommodating the Municipality’s
changing demographics and future demand will not be universal across all service areas
and is largely dependent upon the type of asset being considered and its associated life
expectancy. The new Clarington Official Plan, adopted November 1, 2016, consists of the
text and maps that provides a structural framework for future growth and development in
the Municipality of Clarington to 2031.
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The main purposes of the Official plan are:
•

To foster the economic, environment, cultural, physical and social well-being of
the residents of Clarington.

•

To guide the future form of physical development of the Municipality with
respect to land use and transportation.

•

To assist in the prevention and resolution of land use conflicts.

•

To provide a framework for identifying and evaluating land use opportunities.

•

To provide the basis for other municipal plans, public works and actions.

•

To maintain firm urban boundaries and prioritize growth areas.

•

To inform the public, business and other levels of government of Council’s
intentions for the physical development of the Municipality.

The other impact of the variables referenced above (society, economy and
environment) add a significant level of uncertainty the longer out you go in the AMP.
For example, environmental impacts to future technology based on moving away from
fossil fuels may significantly impact types of transportation methods and change the
decision factors around road replacement 10, 20, or 30 years from now.
5.19

Risks Associated with the Plan and Strategy

Failure to deliver the Plan will ultimately impact the ability of the Municipality to
deliver established levels of service. The following chart is an overview of the ways
the plan could fail to generate the expected service levels and actions that can be
taken in response.
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Risks Associated with the Plan and Strategy
Identified Risk

Plan is not followed

Failed
Infrastructure

Inadequate
Funding

Potential Impacts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor quality Asset
Information

•
•
•
•

Loss of investments
Potential to shorten useful life
Failure to deliver service level
Prioritization process fails
Inefficient investments
Failure to deliver service
Damage to asset and
neighboring equipment and
property (private and public)
Injury or death
Customers unable to carry on
their business
Non-compliance
Litigation
Damage to the environment
Additional unplanned costs
Asset loss
Negative social impacts
Increased risk of failure
Service reductions
Rising maintenance costs
Prematurely shortens useful
life if not maintained
Asset loss
Shift and increase burden to
future taxpayers
Defeat planning efforts
Plans become redundant
Lost opportunities
Unpredicted future impacts
Inefficient maintenance
program
Poor prioritization/ projections
Poor decision making
Improper investments
Inability to delivery service
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Mitigating Actions
•
•

Monitor and review
Implement quality asset
management processes

•
•

Repair/replace
Increase investments/
available funding
Innovative technology
Non-infrastructure
solutions
Reduce or stop delivering
service

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Reduce or stop delivering
service
Find additional sources of
funding
Increase investments/
available funding
Update planning
Discard efforts on past
planning

Invest in data systems and
condition assessments
Determine appropriate
level of service and risk
metrics and ratings

6.0

Financial Management Strategy

6.1

Objective

The objective of a financial strategy in the Asset Management Plan is to become an
informing document for the Municipality’s current financial planning and budgeting
process and enhance financial decision making through better data analysis which is
critical to putting an AMP into action. The financial strategy will indicate the current
funding resources utilized and the required funding to sustain the current capital asset
inventories while achieving the desired level of service.
There are various capital resources used by the Municipality in regards to funding the
asset inventories:
•

Tax Levies

•

Reserves

•

Reserve Funds

•

Development Charges

•

External Financing

•

Debt

In accordance with the Provincial guidelines, the asset management plan financial
strategy is required to identify any funding shortfall relative to the financial
requirements that cannot be eliminated by revising service levels, asset management
and/or financing strategies and discuss the impact of the shortfall and how the impact
will be managed. In the case of a shortfall, the Province may decide to review the
Municipality’s financial strategy and confirm that the shortfall is justifiable. In the
Province’s review, they may analyze service levels to ensure the Municipality has
considered decreasing services levels where applicable to reduce financial
restrictions. The Province may also review that all possible asset management and
financial strategies have been considered for funding. For example, is the use of
debt a viable option and what would the impact be if debt was used for funding?
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6.2

Base Analysis

The development of the Municipality’s financing strategy for its asset management
plan reflects the guidance outlined by the Province of Ontario in Building Together –
Guide for Municipal Asset Management Plans. Specifically, the development of the
financing strategy (and in particular the extent of the Municipality’s financing shortfall)
is based on the following parameters:
• Presents annual revenues and expenditures for the planning period (20
years), as well as comparative information;
• Does not consider grants from senior governments to be a confirmed source
of revenue unless an agreement has been executed. Accordingly, only
Federal Gas Tax and the Municipality’s allocation for funding under the Ontario
Community Infrastructure Fund (OCIF) have been included in the projections.
• Identifies the potential funding shortfall and how it will be managed.
In developing the financial strategy, three (3) alternative scenarios were considered:
• Scenario 1 – This scenario reflects the assumption that all identified asset
management requirements (immediate and long-term contributions) will be
incurred by the Municipality. The infrastructure deficit of $91.9 million will be
evenly distributed over the next 20 years; $4.6 million per year. This scenario
requires a 1% tax levy increase for the first ten (10) years and a 1.5% tax levy
increase for the next ten (10) years dedicated to capital purposes, specifically
to asset replacement capital projects. Reserve funds are utilized effectively
and debt is a necessary financing tool.

• Scenario 2 – This scenario reflects the assumption that all identified asset
management requirements (immediate and long-term contributions) will be
incurred by the Municipality with the exception of Roads which will be capped
at an average of $9.5 million per year. The infrastructure deficit of $91.9
million will be evenly distributed over the next 20 years; $4.6 million per year.
This scenario also utilizes a 1% tax levy increase for the first ten (10) years
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and a 1.5% tax levy increase for the next ten (10) years reserve fund and debt
utilization.
Scenario 3 – This scenario reflects the assumption that all identified asset
management requirements (immediate and long-term contributions) will be
incurred by the Municipality. The infrastructure deficit of $91.9 million will be
evenly distributed over the next 20 years, $4.6 million per year. This scenario
utilities a 2% tax levy increase for the first ten (10) years, followed by a 1% tax
levy increase for the next ten (10) years, which is dedicated to capital projects
specifically to asset replacement capital projects. Reserve funds are utilized
effectively and debt is a necessary financing tool.
Tax Levy Increase

Distribution of
Infrastructure
Deficit

Scenario 1 & 2

1% for first 10 years

20 years

1.5% for years 11-20
Scenario 3

2% for first 10 years

20 years

1% for years 11-20

6.3

Historical Investment in Infrastructure

The level of investment is important to maintain specific and expected levels of
service and to ensure optimum life expectancies of the assets are being achieved.
Premature deterioration often results in unplanned repair costs that are typically much
higher than planned maintenance costs and deferred maintenance can lead to a
shortened useful life.
The following chart indicates an increase in the overall investment in infrastructure
over the past few years. The Municipality plans to continue the upward trend of
investing in our current infrastructure while simultaneously introducing new assets
into our expanding asset inventory.
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3 Yr Comparison of Repair & Maintenance Costs
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6.4

20 Year Expenditure Forecast per Asset Category

The Municipality’s asset replacement schedule is determined based on asset age,
condition, useful life and associated risk with the probability of failure and
consequence of failure. This is all derived through the preceding chapters of this
AMP.
Infrastructure assets use the NRBCPI quarterly (Toronto) inflation chart for calculating
current replacement cost. The equipment based assets use the CPI Monthly
(Ontario) schedule to calculate the current replacement costs. Those costs use a flat
2% inflation rate for future years.
Some of the assets included in the Municipality’s asset inventory are marked as nonreplaced. These assets are generally not fully replaced when a consistent
maintenance schedule is followed. Those assets are that are not included in the 20
year forecast for expenditures are:
•

Computer Software

•

Parks – Play Fields

•

Parks – Park Lighting

•

Traffic Signals

•

Sidewalks

•

Street Lights

When analyzing the asset category of Buildings it was apparent that the Interiors and
Structures have a large historical cost resulting in an unrealistic replacement cost.
The Municipality is unlikely to demolish a building to simply rebuild it with a similar
structure. The associated replacement costs for all building’s interiors and structures
are at 25% of the inflated replacement cost to be more in line with actual capital
expenditures that would be projected to occur.
For Bridges and Culverts, we initially considered using the condition rating (BCI or SPN)
rather than the age of the structure as the trigger to make improvements. The condition
of the structure is a better indicator of the existing condition of the bridge than age,
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however, without having a good model to predict what the condition will be in future
years, it’s necessary to use age as the determining factor.
The calculation uses the year of construction plus the original design life to determine
when rehabilitation or replacement would be required. For each structure, it was
determined whether it is likely that the Municipality would be able to perform a costeffective rehabilitation to extend the life of the structure. This was based on the type and
size of the structure and the age. The following assumptions were made:
•

Design life for structures built prior to 2000 is 50 years, for structures built after
2000, it is 75 years,

•

Structures that are already well beyond their original design life would be
replaced,

•

Small (typically less than 3 m span) steel culverts would be replaced,

•

Rehabilitation would add 20 years to the life of the structure,

•

Rehabilitation cost would be 25% of the replacement cost,

•

Costs include only Clarington’s share (exclude railway and adjacent municipality
share),

•

Replacement costs are from the 2016 Structure Inventory and Inspection Report.

Where the structure is beyond the original design life, 2015 was used as the year for
rehabilitation or replacement. This can be considered the backlog. The backlog was
found to be $13,361,421. The average funding required per year from 2016 to 2036,
excluding the backlog, was found to be $2,169,315.
The resulting plan is not perfect, but it provides a good long range indication of the
required funding level and amount of backlog. At the time of determining specific
structures to rehabilitate or replace in the short term, it is better to use the condition
ratings, as discussed previously.
The funding requirements by year based on this analysis fluctuates significantly. This is
because we do not know an exact date of construction for many structures, so our
database includes an assumed year. Many structures were assumed to be constructed
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in 1970 or 1980, which results in large peaks at the end of the design life in 2020 and
2030. It is recommended that the average funding level over the AMP study period be
used on an annual basis to smooth out the artificial peaks created from the assumption
of date of construction.
The following table is a summary by asset category of the expected expenditures
required for the next 20 years. At this time, 20 years was selected as the AMP
timeframe. The provincial guidelines indicate a minimum of ten (10) years to a
maximum of the entire life cycle of assets (could be 50 years plus). Due to
uncertainty in external factors beyond a 20 year time frame, 20 years was selected
for Clarington’s AMP purposes. The first column indicated the infrastructure deficit of
$91.9 million of assets that are past their useful life and should have been replaced in
prior years.
This represents only 12% of the total replacement costs of all assets (excluding land)
detailed in section 3.1 of this AMP. This reflects Council`s successful commitment to
funding of capital assets through the annual budget process and consistent, reliable
tax levy increases to support the cost of capital.
Appendix A-1 to this plan includes the detailed list of backlog projects broken down
by each project component and Appendix A-2 includes the detailed list for the next 20
year time frame.
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6.5

Funding Strategies

6.5.1

Tax Levy Support to Capital

The tax levy support to capital continues to require an increase over the past budget
years to fund the AMP requirements. The AMP’s financial strategy includes an
estimated annual increase in that support of a 1% tax levy increase for the first ten
(10) years and 1.5% thereafter for Scenario 1 and 2 and an increase for the next ten
(10) years of 2% and 1% thereafter for Scenario 3. To ensure that the Municipality’s
Reserve Funds maintain a positive balance, this strategy includes a reallocation of
the tax levy for Capital to increase the transfers of Tax Levy to Reserve Funds. The
additional transfers are included in the annual allotment of Tax Levy to Capital with no
further increase to the tax levy collected.
Scenario #1 and #2

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037

Tax Levy Support to
Capital
(1% increase for 10
years 1.5% increase
for years 11-20)
7,425,130
7,997,350
8,581,014
9,176,352
9,783,597
10,402,986
11,034,763
11,679,176
12,336,477
13,161,477
14,002,977
14,861,307
15,736,803
16,629,810
17,540,676
18,469,760
19,417,426
20,384,045
21,369,996
22,336,615

Projected
Increase in
Transfers
to RF's
3,016,000
3,016,000
3,021,000
3,021,000
3,026,000
3,231,000
3,231,000
3,231,000
3,226,000
3,226,000
3,426,000
3,426,000
3,426,000
3,526,000
3,531,000
3,526,000
3,526,000
3,626,000
3,626,000
3,626,000

Scenario #3
Balance of
tax Levy
Support to
Capital
4,409,130
4,981,350
5,560,014
6,155,352
6,757,597
7,171,986
7,803,763
8,448,176
9,110,477
9,935,477
10,576,977
11,435,307
12,310,803
13,103,810
14,009,676
14,943,760
15,891,426
16,758,045
17,743,996
18,710,615
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Tax Levy Support to
Capital
(2% increase for 10
years 1% increase
for years 11-20)
7,986,130
9,130,570
10,297,899
11,488,574
12,703,063
13,941,842
15,205,396
16,494,221
17,808,823
19,149,717
19,710,717
20,282,937
20,866,601
21,461,939
22,069,183
22,688,573
23,320,350
23,964,763
24,622,064
25,292,510

Projected
Increase in
Transfers
to RF's
3,016,000
3,016,000
3,021,000
3,021,000
3,026,000
3,231,000
3,231,000
3,231,000
3,226,000
3,226,000
3,426,000
3,426,000
3,426,000
3,526,000
3,531,000
3,526,000
3,526,000
3,626,000
3,626,000
3,626,000

Balance of
tax Levy
Support to
Capital
4,970,130
6,114,570
7,276,899
8,467,574
9,677,063
10,710,842
11,974,396
13,263,221
14,582,823
15,923,717
16,284,717
16,856,937
17,440,601
17,935,939
18,538,183
19,162,573
19,794,350
20,338,763
20,996,064
21,666,510

6.5.2

Funding the Capital Replacement Requirements
for the next 20 Years

As mentioned in the base analysis, the AMP includes three (3) funding scenarios.
The chart depicts the funding options for spreading the infrastructure deficit over 20
years. All scenarios assume that at the 20th year, the cumulative asset replacement
will be fully funded with an opening balance available for the subsequent AMP
requirements beyond 20 years.
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6.5.3

Debt

The Municipality’s debt capacity is governed by regulation 403/02 of the Municipal
Act, with limits calculated by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs. Using the 2017
calculations, the Municipality of Clarington has the debt capacity to have annual
repayment limits of $14,189,353 with a total principal balance of $147,280,635 based
on a 15 year term at a 5% interest rate.
Currently, the Municipality has outstanding debt of $17,029,533 which equates to
11% of the total debt capacity that is available to the Municipality. The proposed
AMP debt for Scenario 3, at the highest year is 40% of the total debt capacity.
The proposed debt requirement consists of Recreation Facilities, Fire Fleet
replacements and various road and bridge rehabilitations. The AMP’s financial
strategy for funding the annual replacement requirements involved issuing debt for
large capital projects to deter from having large annual funding deficits that would
create another infrastructure deficit.
The three (3) scenarios result in varying debt requirements. Scenario 1 has a peak
debt outstanding of $81 million in year 2027, Scenario 2 has a $66 million debt
outstanding at the end of the 20 year forecast. Scenario 3 requires the least amount
of debt overall, with a peak in 2026 of $59 million.
See attached chart for debt outstanding for the three (3) scenarios.
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6.5.4

Reserve Funds

The financing strategy of the Asset Management Plan utilizes 11 Reserve Funds to
fully fund both the accumulated infrastructure deficit and the annual replacement
requirements. The overall increase in annual capital funding required has
significantly increased many of the Reserve Funds annual transfers from Tax Levy for
capital expenditures.
The AMP acknowledges that at times, some Reserve Funds will fall into a negative
balance. This forecast is using assumptions that the full replacement cost will be
required and hasn’t calculated any unused funds being transferred back to the
Reserve Fund. Another consideration is that the capital projects are being fully
funded in the year that they are required for replacement, but at times, projects can
span several years. The AMP also only included known provincial and federal
funding programs, whereas, future programs have the potential to alleviate financial
stress on the Reserve Funds.

Reserve Fund
505 - Engineering Fleet
516 - Facilities & Parks Mtnc
518 - Community Services Capital
521 - Computer Equipment
522 - Fire Equipment
524 - Operations Equipment
525 - Clerks Fleet
557 - Federal Gas Tax
560 - CS Bldg Refurbishment
566 - Parking Lots

Current
Annual
Contribution
from Tax Levy
5,000
330,000
300,000
100,000
350,000
350,000
5,000
2,700,000
85,000
310,000
$ 4,535,000
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Proposed
Annual
Increase in
Cont`b from
Tax Levy
Total Annual
(AVG.)
Contribution
1,000
6,000
800,000
1,130,000
850,000
1,150,000
100,000
600,000
950,000
1,050,000
1,400,000
23,750
28,750
2,700,000
85,000
310,000
$ 3,324,750 $ 7,859,750

Percentage
Increase
20%
242%
283%
171%
300%
475%

6.6

Financial Strategy Conclusion

The infrastructure deficit is a priority in this Asset Management Plan. The plan sets
out three (3) scenarios in funding the backlog of $91.9 million either over the next 20
years. All scenarios are viable with changes to the current budget allotments for
capital financing.
An increase in tax levy is an expected option to increase funding to Capital and this
plan forecasted an annual tax levy increase of 2% to 1% depending on the scenario.
Providing additional funding from Reserve Funds to decrease the annual deficit is a
viable option that requires an increase in the transfer of funds from the tax levy to the
Reserve Funds. A review of current retained balances in the Reserve Funds,
determined that the Municipality has the capacity to increase the balance maintained
in the Reserve Funds and provide additional funding for capital expenditures.
The AMP utilizes debt financing or debentures as a crucial funding source to maintain
our asset inventory. The Municipality’s debt capacity has enough room to aid in our
asset management and keep the Municipality from increasing the infrastructure
deficit. Increasing projected tax levy contributions to capital beyond the 2% would
ultimately reduce projected debt financing.
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6.7

Recommendation

All scenarios presented for Council to consider require utilizing debt to fill the funding
gap. Scenario 3 results in the lowest amount of new debt while still funding all
forecasted asset replacements. The other deciding factor is the utilization of the tax
levy support to Capital. It is recommended that Council select Scenario 3 which
spreads the infrastructure deficit over 20 years to allow more flexibility with the tax
levy support for capital projects pertaining to growth. This is preferred as the
assumptions herein dedicate tax levy support to AMP projects. Once an additional
AMP is commenced for growth related projects, non-growth shares would have to be
financed so some flexibility may be required.
In any scenario, a shift from tax levy support to capital across to tax levy contributions
to reserve funds is necessary to address fluctuating capital requirements from one (1)
year to the next to result in no infrastructure deficit at the end of the 20 year forecast
period. The Municipality will also need to utilize the debt capacity as a financing tool
to ensure capital projects will be undertaken when required.
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